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"IT IS A GOOD THING FOR A MAN TO
SWEAT HIS WPN TOWARD THE TRUTH ..•
TO GO FORWARD, CONTINUALLY MEET-
ING NATURE'S LAW OF CHANGE WITH

SAFETY AND SECURI1Y. IS MANKIND'S
MAJOR TASK .... TO KNOW THE LAW
(WHICH MEANS RESEARCH), TO BE

TRAINED IN ITS SKILLED USE (WHICH
IS EDUCATION ),AND TO APPLY IT
RIGOROUSLY .ANDWITHOUT EVASION
(WHICH IS PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE),
CONSTITUTE -THE FUNDAMENTALS
NECESSARY FOR ADVANCE ALONG
THE PATH OF CHANGE":



THE ORIGINAL ELEVATOR FOR RESIDENCES, OPERATING FROM THE
LIGHTING CIRCUIT AND MADE BY ELECTRIC ELEVATOR SPECIALISTS
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The SHEPARD HomeLIFT
The Automatic, Electric, Home Elevator. A boon to invalids and older folk.
Simple, safe, dependable. Architects find that by eliminating the front stair-
way and substituting the HomeLIFT often provides better first floor arrange-
ment at no extra cost. Illustrative booklet mailed upon request.

SHEPARD COMMERCIAL ELEVATORS
We also build the finest office, hotel and hospital Elevators. Installed in hun-
dreds of Government, public and private buildings and institutions throughout

Th Sh d H LIFT b 1
'1 the country. Send for complete details.e epar ome can e eas y

installed in old homes or new, Made in
three sizes, Operates from regular

~~:~r ll~c~i,t, No expensive, special, THE 5 H EPA RDEL EVATOR COM PAN Y
Colerain Avenue C'incinnati, Ohio

BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

The Good Samaritan Hospital, Clifton Avenue,
Cincinnati, is completely Shepard equipped.
The six main elevators are new Shepards. The
three, less frequently used elevators have been
entirely reconditioned with Shepard parts. One
Shepard electric dumb-waiter likewise was in-
stalled.

HIGGINS gives you
a complete color palette

COLORS
All Waterproof

Yellow
_ Orange Yellow

Higgins American Drawing Inks have Or~~~~gRed
always been the first choice of engin- (Vermilion)
eers, ~rchitects, designers, artists - all ~~~~7ncea1f:~
who draw. Wherever plans, shop draw Red Violet
ings, designs or line work for reproduc- Violet ., Blue
tion are made, Higgins American India ~UrqU01Se

Ink gives that unchanging jet-black Gree~ag:eeLeaf
needed for clarity in the blue-print and Neutra.1 Tint
for permanen~y .in ~he origiJ.1al: Br%~lj;ed

When color 18 indicated, Higgins Amer- Russet. Brown
ican Drawing Inks assure you of true Indigo
color, uniformity and even flow. All BLACKS
Higgins colors mix freely with each other American
and with black and lend themselves India Inks
equally well for use with pen or brush. WATERPROOF
Higgins American Drawing Inks may SOLUBLE
be purchased from your College Store
or Stationer.

RIGGIO'S CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., INC·
271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

•Productive
Machine Tools

Milling Machines
Universal Plain
Omniversal Vertical

Grinding Machines
Universal Surface
Plain Cutter and Tool

Screw Machines
Automatic
Wire Feed (Semi-Automatic)

DB·~
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.

Providence, R. I.
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THE ACTING DEAN'S PAGE
Dr. R. C. Gowdy

r:~ g[apP!I is the men whose jog in life is his daily work."

THIS issue of the CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEER contains clear, not only from his published articles on the co-
reprints of a few of Dean Schneider's many and operative system, but from his early correspondence

varied writings. They treat a wide range of subjects when the plan was in its formative stage. It is also
with facility and adaptation of style: the insistent stac- evidenced by the testimony of countless students who
cato of philosophic observation, fluent but concentrated sought his advice and profited by his uncan~y ability to
argument, terse comment at once humorous and serious, diagnose human maladjustment and find a remedy. Lest
description sharply drawn, and current dialogue, nat- he be accused, or accuse himself, of sentimentality in
ural but purposeful. this personal interest, he excused it in terms of engineer-

Dean Schneider's activities were no less kaleidoscopic ing efficiency. In the Iightof the motto, this must have
than his writings: engineer and artist, teacher and ad- been an artificial comfort, and it was an unnecessary
ministrator, scientist and mystic, equally interested in defense, for unselfish interest in one's fellow men scarcely
music and philosophy. requires apology.

To consider this variety of expression and activity as It was this interest in humanity, its vagaries and diffi-
a miscellany, a hodge-podge without coherence or direc- culties, that animated almost all of Dean Schneider's
tion, would be to miss the most significant factors in the writings. In them one sees his desire to clarify th~ issues
life and purpose of a great man. The single motivating of daily life, to stimulate observation and thought, and
force which impelled him was his interest in human to suggest methods of analysis and synthesis which might
beings. Alexander Pope has said that "the proper study lead to intelligent judgment and action.
of mankind is man," and throughout all that Dean It · I· I ti t the h .. h

• •• . . .• • IS on y In re a Ion 0 IS umanistic purpose t at
Schneider did IS easily discernible hIS concern with the fi d I · I h b t h··fi d',
h I

one n s ogrca co erence e ween t e scienn c an
uman e ement. h t· id f D S h id ' A_ est e IC SI es 0 ean c ner er S temperament. " rt
But merely to study a subject does not set a course fAt' k" h h d f tl d · d h b. .. . , . or r S sa e e a requen y ecrle, ut eauty as

of action, The direction of Dean Schneider S Interest tibilit b t d f . h f I_ . . . . a compa I 1 1 Y e ween appearance an unction, e e t
IS indicated by a small framed motto which for many f . f t bla envi H Idwas necessary or com or a e environment, ewou
years has hung on the wall of his office above the pic- t h f d d "5 h I' f F· A "h "5 h I. " " no ave oun e a c 00 0 me rts, ut a C 00
tures of the first two sections of co-op students. The f A I· d At" id bi · hi f Iif.. 0 pp re r s was unavoi a e In IS pattern Ole.
words of the motto form the heading of this page; asso- E t f th h I· h b · I I h. .. . xcep or ose WOlve at t e su sistence eve, t e
ciated WIth the picture they suggest the unity of purpose it f t ti f ti · . 1 . 1· ... . . . .. pursui ° wan sa IS ac Ion IS not pure y materia IStIC.
In hIS educational policies and the central motivating T hnoloai I ffi· I d, ·. . I · hi . d .. · ec no ogIca e clency may ea a person or a nation
prInCIp e In IS varie activrtres. f hut comfort ja not sati ·. . . . to com ort, ut comfort IS not satisfaction except where

Trained as an architect and experienced as an engl- th · d · h· d hani dEl.. e min IS atrop re or mec amzen, xam.p es are
neer, he realized from hIS own career and from contact h · I ld f d bi d II I· II

• . 0 VIOUS. n a wor 0 u IOUS' 0 ar va ue It may we
WIth other men, both young and old, that happiness and b th t · t ibl ·11 . h I 1 I.. . e a In angl es WI constitute t e on y rea sa vage
effectiveness could derive only from the proper adjust- f. ·

f · di id hi Iif 0 our possessions.ment 0 an In IVl ual to IS 1 e work. He realized also
from his keen but sympathetic observation of human One cannot overlook, much less deny, the cogency of
nature, that certain traits of character and qualities of Dean Schneider's writi~gs, and all W?O ever heard him
temperament are inherent in the individual and, while speak felt the comp~lling fo~c.e of hIS words. He was
they may be developed and improved, cannot be origin- a sales~an of exceptional ahility.e-cthe mor~ s~ because
ated, or changed fundamentally. The problem of adjust- ?e sold ?deas rather than gadgets. Th~ conVInCIng.q~al-
ment became, therefore, an integral part of the problem rty of hIS. argument was the result of hIS ~'~n conviction.
of education, and the co-operative course formed in his He ~as hIS own ~r~t rospect and ~o~t crltIc~1 customer.
mind a practical method of providing experience, not Unt~l he was ~atIsfieu T/' the validity of hIS o~n ?on-
solely, or even primarily, for its technical value, but as elusions, he did not try to convert others to hIS VIew.
a hasis for individual guidance and development. This ~lth~ugh .not everyone agreed with him, no one doubted
point has not been properly appreciated by some who hIS smcerrty.
regard the co-operative plan as an arrangement of part- The reprints in this issue will be read, not only for
time employment for financial assistance. Wages are a their interesting content, but for their inspiring revela-
fortunate by-product but not the prime purpose; the tion of a great and versatile character who was sensitive,
intangible values were those which he sought. This is analytical, practical and unselfish.
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TRIBUTES TO DEAN SCHNEIDER
From all parts of the country have come resolutions, editorials and personal messages expressing

appreciation of Dean Schneider's character and achievements. How a great national figure was honored
and loved at .honl,e is shown by the following tributes from his close associates.

President Walters . . . Professor Brand . . •
The University has suffered an immeasurable loss in My first vivid remembrance of the Dean is, oddly

the death of that great engineer, great educational pio- enough, the one and only time I have seen him furiously
neer and great friend of all of us ----..,.Dean Schneider. angry. He was teaching a class in Strength of Materials
It is characteristic that when we think about him it is and I was one of his students. He had patiently gone
not concerning his remarkable intellectual ability nor over the class, asking one after another a certain ques-
his exceptional professional achievement, but concern- tion; and one and all of us failed to answer. He paused
ing his qualities of character and humanity. He was a minute and flew into a rage at our stupidity - our
eager about living, vitally interested in people - espe- wilful neglect to learn some matter he regarded as fun-
cially young people, thrille~,)~with the beauty and dig- damental. He was through with us for that day and
nity and joy of life. thenceforth if we did not intend to get down to business.

As Oliver Cromwell said of the great Quaker George He surely impressed that class with his earnestness; from
Fox, he was no man's copy. We shall not see his like that time on we learned our lessons or stayed away.
again. - In this class he also used to propose problems, often

But though the loss to the University and to all of us taken from actual engineering practice. Some of these
is immeasurable, 80 is the spiritual profit. Herman were the result of his early experience in an architect's
Schneider, in his career of more than three decades on office; others were sent him by a brother, a practicing
this campus, left a permanent' imprint upon the Uni- engineer in Denver. One of the latter I still remember
versity and an important contribution to technological well, - a continuous beam supporting another continu-
education in America. His life was a blessing; he ous beam. The ten or twelve hours I spent in solving
turned its necessities to glorious gain. it involved a method humorously called "Least Work."
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Later on I taught the first class of Co-ops Calculus and story writing; and he has left some excellent samples
Mechanics; and I saw the Dean's great idea of coopera- of his ability in his tales of a Bethlehem cobbler, Arthur
tive education actually launched. As far as class work McQuaid.
was concerned, his platform had two main planks. First, His mind was always buzzing with plans. He was
his students must have a thorough fundamental back- entirely immune to that terrible plague of the teaching
ground of mathematics, physics and chemistry. Second, profession which Wm. Morton Wheeler, the eminent
the knowledge imparted was to be correlated as much as authority on the social insects, calls "dry rot." Each
possible. The entire curriculum at one time was thor- summer vacation was full of plans, of enjoyable activ-
oughly overhauled to secure these aims. ities, of good work planned and accomplished, whether

In these early days of the cooperative course the Dean at Wood's Hole or at his Michigan home. Schopenhauer
knew every student well; knew of his troubles, his hob- says that the most durable happiness man can have de-
bies, his record in class, his special abilities on the job. pends upon adding little by little and day by day, to our
To say that his students loved him is simply to state a work in hand, so that we can see our hopes and plans
fact. When I was in Philadelphia last January to ad- mature. The Dean surely had that satisfaction. Besides,
dress the alumnal group there, the old co-ops crowded he had that best of Heaven's gifts, a curious and an in-
about me, asking about the Dean's health. Would he quiring mind. For as a wise old Spanish proverb has
be able to come himself soon to see them? What were it: "The joys of the senses soon pass away; the joys of
the rumored changes in the course that he had in mind? the heart turn to sorrows; but the joys of the mind, they
And when I read his message to them, a cheer shook remain with us to the end of the Journey."
the roof at his promise to visit them again at an early The best memorial to the Dean - and the only one he
opportunity. Many of their parents feel the same way would value in the least - is to keep up his good work.
about the Dean. George Burns told me of an old woman I am sure that I voice the feeling of the entire facuity
who came to take a last look at the Dean, saying, "I just when I say that we intend to give of our best to keep
had to see once more the man who educated my son." the College of Engineering and Commerce in the very

The Dean's health was never robust. His eyes caused forefront of the technological schools of America.
him trouble; he always had to be careful about his diet;

and for several years he was plagued by literally hun- Donald Montgomery, Ch.E. '39 ...
dreds of boils, so that for months on end there was not
an area of his body upon which he could comfortably To the present student body the personality of Dean
rest. But in spite of his precarious health, I am sure Schneider has been almost a tangible thing. It has
that the Dean led a happy life. He saw a great idea seemed to permeate the Quadrangle. Today's students,
come to fruition - practically the only new idea in tech- it is true, have been prevented by the circumstances in a
nological education in our generation. He saw it ac- growing university from having the full personal con-
cepted and employed, here and abroad; he saw it sur- tact with him that his early students had. Even so,
vive depressions; he saw it justify itself in the records enough of us have dealt with the Dean to absorb his
of his graduates. spirit of friendliness and sincerity, and have carried that

But the Dean was also a man of many and wide inter- spirit back to the rest of the class. Many of the student
ests. When I first knew him he was pondering the prob- body knew the Dean only at the sight of his impressive
lem of the periodic system of elements, the riddle of the figure, but each of us could feel the strength of his
distribution of the atomic weights which has since been individuality.
cleared up so beautifully. Later on the quantum theory It is now time to evaluate that influence, to see what
seized his imagination, especially with regard to possi- heritage has been left us. In the first place, the under-
ble applications in biology. The pictures on the walls graduates admire the Dean's ability as an educator and
of Baldwin Hall testify to another of his interests. He executive. Dependent on his theories and his initiative
was deeply interested in oriental art and philosophy. for their system of educaf vn, they recognize the bene-
He -got an intense pleasure out of music. In the early fits of his later developments and efficient administra-
days, the Dean and Mrs. Schneider were constant patrons tion. A great unwritten tribute to the Dean has been
of the symphony concerts; and at his home he drank in the complete confidence in his judgment and fairness.
piano music with enormous gusto. I still remember No hesitation was felt in bringing to him a dispute for
how delighted he used to be when Mrs. McLaughlin, the solution. His sympathetic interest and directness in
wife of the former Director of Leather Research, an ex- fact-finding were the basis for this faith; there resulted
ceptionally gifted pianist, used to play his favorite com- the feeling that fair treatment had always been accorded.
positions - a Beethoven Sonata, a Chopin polonaise, or Regardless of the outcome, one admired, respected, and
Poldini's bravura piece with its infectious waltz rhythm liked Dean Schneider for his handling of the case.

-"L,a Poupee Valsante." In the difficult field, vocational guidance, he was a
At one time too, he was greatly interested in short- noted leader. It was an impressive event when his
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skillful, informal questioning drew out of a boy's mind
his real desires. Ordinarily in a half-hour the Dean
could give a troubled youth the resolution he so badly
needed. Dean Schneider's direct perception of difficult
fundamentals was an outstanding characteristic. The
benefits of thirty years' experience are embodied in his
recent book, "The Problem of Vocational Guidance."
Listen to his common-sense perception of a difficult topic:

"Personality is something more than a suavity of
manner. It comes from being ourselves - not from
aping some one else. Con-
ventionalities and goo d
manners smooth life a lot.
In certain types of work LET US REMEMBER
they are prime require-
ments. On nearly any kind Fellow Students, let us remember · . ·
of work they help, but a Let us remember that a great man has passed.
reticent man can't be a But truly, he is gone only in body.
hail fellow well met. He Wh.at he stood for, his ideals, and what he achieved
would be a contortionist, W ill live forever in the minds of those he taught.
twisting himself out of all No pow-er can remove from the earth. an everlast-
semblance to his self. This ing mem.ory-
b 0 r d e r s on hypocrisy. A memory that lives and will continue to live
,However, reticent or other- Like a gigantic monument defiant of time.
-wise, he ca.n conform to This man was our teacher. He gave us what we
accepted usages. But to needed most:
imitate the personalities of The courage and will to take our place
successful men is to be a And perform our duty
chameleon. Successful men In this troubled world which has no mercy.
are themselves heartily , Fellow Students, let us remember.
some of them quietly, but Let us remember a great man who passed.
all of them heartily." ,

Th D hi If '11 -VICTOR KAUFMAN, Bus. Ad. 42e ean rmse 1 us-
trated this principle admir-
ably, as we were able to
observe through his frequent messages to his students, in
the form of effective talks to student groups and through
the Dean's Page in the COOPERATIVEENGINEER.His co-
operation in undergraduate activities, his sincerity and
dignity and integrity, produced a combination of love,
respect and admiration in the hearts of his students
which could be characteristic of only one man.

The Times-Star's editorial on the day following the
Dean's death said that "Herman Schneider will be best
remembered as he had always wanted to be, as a good
educator;" but his students, while they may admire him
most as a good educator, will best remember Herman
Schneider as a friend.

Dr. Frank W. Chandler ...
In the death of Herman Schneider the University of

Cincinnati has suffered an irreparable loss. For three
decades he was its most original and creative mind. An
idealist, his grasp upon reality never relaxed; and a
realist, his idealism never flagged. No rebuff or dis-
couragement shook the perfect balance of his nature.

6

The fact that his obvious interest lay in developing con-
trol of the material world could not blind those who
knew him from perceiving that his deeper interest lay
in ascertaining values that we call spiritual. Nature
he sought to bend to subserve the ends of human nature,
and it was human nature that he chiefly loved and
studied, reverenced and strove to influence. Self-taught,
he taught others, not by word of mouth alone but by
example and the kindling contact of a great personality.

Like other personalities that count, Herman Schneider
was simple, sincere, forth-
right, without a trace of
pose or affectation. Swept
by enthusiasms all-com-
pelling for the moment, he
WHS wonderfully apt in
conveying his enthusiasms
to others. For him, work
was play, and he played,
not at games, but with
ideas, zestfully, catching
them out of the blue, out
of his reading, out of his
meeting with all sorts and
conditions of men. For
dealing with men and di-
recting them he had a posi-
tive genius. As an ad-
ministrator he commanded
faith and loyalty. As a
friend he won, if not
agreement always, yet al-
ways admiration and re-
spect. To a.pplied science
he brought the imagina-

tion of the poet, to education he brought the vision of
the innovator and reformer, turning dreams into prac-
tice. Although he might question the efficacy of this
or that procedure in our Colleges of Liberal Arts, he
himself best exemplified the validity of their aims, at-
taining a culture finer than that to be acquired from
any mere school. He is gone, but, for those of us who
remain, the stimulus of his character and achievement
will endure as a continuing inspiration.

Engineers' Club of Cincinnati • • .
Always well in advance of contemporary thought,

seeing visions and dreaming dreams, yet intensely prac-
tical, deeply in love with his work, kindly, sympathetic,
understanding, Dean Schneider possessed those human
qualities which endeared him to us all. He was so vital
that one almost expected him to be superior to the forces
of nature to which all must succumb. Many members
of the Club owe their opportunity for an engineering
education directly to him, and his place will never be
filled in their hearts.

THE CO·OPERATIVE ENGINEER



PHILOSOPHY IN LIGHTER VE IN
Dean Schneider enjoyed writing, because he liked to look below the surface of things and interpret

their real meaning. Whatever his subject he always brought to it a keen analytical approach and a wholly
original point 0/ view. The result was a direct, hard-hitting style that reflected the remarkable vigor
of his thinking. Sometimes his mood and the play of his imagination gave his writing a whimsical
touch, as in the group of short essays below, which he wrote "mostly for fun."

Bandar-Log or Bee? ..•
FROM the time a monkey opens his eyes in the morn-

ing until drowsiness overpowers him at night, he is
pretty much a law unto himself. He does anything he
wants to, when he wants to, and as long as he wants to.
A whimsical individualism sums up his philosophy of

life. The day's end finds him just where he was in the
morning. The tribe - bandar-Iog, Kipling calls them -
respond to any leader of the moment and as quickly
quit him to follow another or to fetch up individually
with a brand-new, suddenly-caught and all-absorbing
idea.

Like any other philosophy, it is a charming one if
you like the net results of it. The monkey does. On
the contrary, the bee doesn't. The bee insists on organi-
zation by functions. His philosophy is self-sacrificing,
vigorous and stern - a Spartan philosophy applied to
production. "Beeficiency" is the Taylor System raised
to the nth power; and the bee doesn't get the honey.

If the bee had sense, he'd maintain his present organi-
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zation a few hours a day - which would easily supply
his wants - and be a bit bandar-Iogish the balance. of
the time. But he cannot. The reason is that he doesn't
think. He's a machine that is a part of a bigger ma-
chine. On the other hand, if he did think, he'd immedi-
ately tend to become individualistic, and the moment
that happened, the organization would begin to wobble.
There would be argument about how the comb should
be built, who should build it, who should boss it, how
much honey should go to each; societies for the preven-
tion of this and that would be formed. Social workers
must eat; so must bosses; so must societies for the pre-
vention of things.

Nature did not see fit to devise a species having the
merits of bandar-log and bee - a sort of bandar-bee.
A handar-bee would help us a lot just now. It would

be the real super-thing. It would be highly cooperative
for a few working hours and highly individualistic the
rest of the day. It would accept the notion that working
together bee-fashion is the answer to the question of
maximum production in minimum time; but being a
super-thing, it would reject the notion that the honey
gathered should all get into the hands o~ a few crafty
speculators to he sold back at the speculator's price. It
would control distribution with the same bee-like co-
operative efficiency that it used in production.

It would accept the axiom that self-expression is nec-
essary to a thinking super-thing - that monkey play in
a monkey way is after all the best fun in life. It would
approve the bandar-Iog system, in which the individual
in his idle hours may sit on a limb and philosophize,
or try a new way of weaving twigs, or join the bunch
in a frolic, or play with the kids.

Obviously, the bandar-bee would be a clear and direct
thinker. He would be an intense individualist - so in-
tense an individualist that in order to have the maximum
number of hours a day for individualism, he would sink
his individualism when he came to his production and
distribution hours, and be an intense cooperator. He
would treat as wasters those super-bees who would work
themselves and others without any thought of the
monkey play, merely to amass a personal pile of honey.
There would be piles of honey, adequate personal piles,
but not huge ones.

Individualism and self-interest are about the same
thing. The date when the bandar-bee will appear on
earth depends upon the amount of hammering which
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mankind must undergo to pound into it a realization of work. So we set about to get a closer approximation,
the fact that in the long run self-interest can be most and that's what we are doing now.
permanently promoted by intense and unselfish co- In economics, for example, suppose some fool scien-
operation in production and distribution. tist found a way to turn lead to gold. Lead is number

82 in the atomic scale and gold 79. If you knocked

D. ti d D · enough protons out of the nucleus of a lead atom andiges ton. an estlny... h If' .enoug e ectrons rom Its outer orbit, you would haveyou learn a lot about yourself by being sick. The gold. It isn't likely to happen, but possibly it can.
doctors have an old wheeze to the effect that the man Well, if it does, what then? Are we all going to turn

who has a real chronic ailment, especially in his diges- over and die?
tive tract, lives to a ripe old age; he learns to take care I happen to be one of those who believe in a gold
of himself. If he has any intellect, he acquires a lot of standard (not necessarily the gold standard) of inter-
information about his physical functions and their re- national unity, but I would not think the world had
lation to his mentality. come to an end if an owl-eyed underpaid scientist made

In the body politic, the same theory seems to hold. gold as cheap as lead or if a wandering prospector dis-
Centuries of tranquility in a nation do not seem to pro- covered a huge mountain of gold somewhere in the
mote scientific and philosophical advancement. People Cordilleras.
live and breed and die, but the net gain in intellectual This is not a Pollyanna philosophy. It is a scientific
results is not marked. There is a state of mental seren- philosophy based on a belief in Natural Laws which
ity, of unquestioning acceptance, and ultimately of men- themselves insist inexorably on evolution - on change,
tal stagnation. There are no obstacles, and hence no on closer search for more approximate approach to the
problems, and hence no hard and rigorous analysis of truth. It leads to a wholesome detachment from bitter-
fundamentals. enders, to an open active mind, and to a better day.

The great Greek period of about 500 B. C. was not
one of quiet Arcadian bliss; on the contrary, it was one T h d h B M
f h . . I d I A h h d wi ec nocrats an t e ogey an...o ectic commercia eve opment. tens seet e WIth

traders and trading and problems and ideas. The Renais- AN OLD lady once said that the smartest thing the
sance of the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, astronomers had done was to find out the names of
A. D., was similarly a time of industrial activity and the stars. I think the smartest thing the technocrats have
overturn and difficulties, and hence of heightened men- done was to dig out the word Technocracy. If they had
tal and spiritual turmoil. The Elizabethan age is good labelled themselves "The American Association for the
evidence of the theory. The Orient is rich in additional Determination of Industrial Trends," they would be as
examples. unknown as Grover Cleveland's vice presidents. We

And out of these busy times and the problems they cavort to new sounds.
made, have come the major contributions to art, science, But at the same time we shy away from new ideas.
literature and philosophy. So the technocrats have lots of people dancing fearfully

Hence my conviction that this day and age will have around a bogey man. If they were scientifically and
great results. We are in a new renaissance. Our ob- historically accurate, they would say:
stacles are many and the sheer necessity of living sets .. .
us to surmounting them. In other words, we are con- The machine age IS a little over one hundred years
fronted with live-or-die problems, and we want to live. old. Here is a photographic copy of the rules gov-
To that end we apply our minds, and the result is erning work in one of the first cotton goods mills.
thought - deep, searching thought - in religion, eco- Observe that the hours of labor were from sunrise
nomics, science and philosophy. to sunset - twelve to fourteen hours a day, six days

It is anybody's game. The old principles don't work, a week. The wages were a dollar a day and less.
and when a principle doesn't work it is not sound. But Now you can draw a graph, plotting hours of work
those who have been trained to think in certain prin- per day against the twelve decades since 1810 and
ciples -usually hold to them and rail at new ones. Hence you'll find a steady decrease in hours per day; and
the clash of ideas today in nearly every maj or division if you draw another graph, plotting wages per hour
of our activities. We are in the labor pains of the birth against the decades, you'll find a corresponding in-
of new ideas. crease. Obviously, if the wages hadn't gone up as

Not that I think we should shovel out the eternal fun- hours ~ent down, the system would have clogged.
damentals. But what are the eternal fundamentals? The In other words, if the workers had received uni-
story of science, of religion, of philosophy shows that formly less and less of the product, what would the
what we thought -were fundamentals were but poor ap- Henry Fords and the General Electric Companies
proximations to the real truth. We learn that they were have done with their excess share? Who could buy?
but poor approximations by the fact that they don't But curiously enough we have resented the ma-
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chine's act of taking the load of labor from our any other prodder. Curiously enough, it has also brought
backs while giving us a higher and higher scale of the great ethical teachings, once relegated to Sunday,
living. Read about the Luddites, who were organ- into our thought on our mutual obligations and actions
ized bands marching about English mill towns from for the work of the whole week.
1811 to 1818 destroying machinery. You can find Among other things, the technocrats suggest an ex-
it in a book called Risings of the Luddites, Chartists change system based on energy units. I know little about
and Plug-drawers, by Frank Peel. Recall further the arguments for and against our present monetary
that when the London Times installed the first power system, but I wonder how the technocrats would have
presses, the building was wrecked and the presses measured in ergs the daily pay of Spinoza or of Michael
destroyed by rioters. Recall also that when the sew- Faraday.
ing machine was invented, a day of prayer was set

aside. and all the churches had services to petition Cleaning the Attic . . .
that the inventor be shown the error of his way and
destroy his models and drawings because of the thou- THE cle~ning of an. attic ,in a long-established house-
sands of sewing women who would be thrown out hold IS an upsetting thing, If there are three gen-
of work. erations in the family, each one will want to save par-

ticular treasures around which traditions cling. But
If the technocrat speaking were as old as I am, he ultimatel th old t ff . t d t dail d. yes u IS res ore 0 ar y use own-

would contInue: . if ] h' h bbi h h ifstairs, I It IS wort y, or It goes to t e ru IS ea p, 1

I can remember, when I went to work in the early it is unworthy. Attics must be cleaned, if only to sup-
nineties, we labored ten hours a day six days a week. ply storage space for more recent cast-offs "which may
I recall clearly the consternation with which we come in good sometime" - there being doubt as to their
heard the first suggestions for a half holiday on ultimate utility.
Saturday and the curious feeling of playing hookey Just now, in the world, we are on an attic-cleaning
when the first concession came and we were let out orgy. The composite family of humankind is in a great
at four o'clock on Saturday with no cut in wages. stew .a~ to what to t~row out ~nd what to bring d~wn to
I can remember the stir made by the demand for an the living room again ; what IS useless and what IS use-
eight-hour day. And, of course, while the hours of fu~; what recent a.cquisitions downstairs, wh.ich haven't
labor per day have been going down, we have ad- quite met ~xpectat~ons, should. go to t~,e attic, beca~se,
vanced at an unheard-of rate in physical well being after all, they might come In good; and, most im-

d . rtunit f tid ItS portant, what absolutely new things to tryout down-an III oppo um y or men a eve opmen . 0 you
th t d f the • tId I . 1 d stairs. It all makes a lovely family quarrel about howsee e ren 0 mgs IS na ura an ogica an,

.f k h d b fici I useful things are - evol ution, prohibition, science,
1 we eep our ea s, ene CIa. .

League of Nations, moral standards, preparedness, di-
But the Technocrats don't say this. Perhaps the lure vorce, discipline, vitamins, art, diets, and what not. We

of the front page or a perfectly human desire to view are shaking up dormant germs and getting very dirty;
with alarm, possesses them. At any rate, they're having our eyes are full of dust and our nerves are on edge.
a fine Luddite time. And since all things work together We are poised belligerently at, the hectic height and the
for good, perhaps their Hallowe'en party will teach us acrid arguments of house cleaning.
not to have so many loose policies lying around our in- What will go to the rubbish heap is not apparent as
dustrial domain and will also make for better economic yet; all we know is that the rubbish will finally land
policing. there. What will survive the chatter and go back down-

Of course, there are lots of things to be concerned stairs to take the place of something which goes to the
about. There al wa ys have been. Nature teaches us attic, only the end of the rookus will disclose- And
largely by the method of trial and error, especially in what entirely new contraptions will be considered in-
the non-mathematical fields of economics, politics, and dispensable to a modern living room, is in the lap of
sociology. That is why the mathematical sciences are the gods.
away ahead of the social sciences - that and the cussed- It is all interesting - particularly to observe who
ness of man. The scientist can arrive at a sure answer wants to retain which and who wants to fling out what.
on a sheet of paper. The social science group can't. But most amazing and most significant in the whole Babel
They are dealing with people, and there are no mathe- is the fact that great scientists - Pupin, Millikan, Lodge,
matical laws available governing the actions of people. and many more - insist upon bringing belief in a Di-
There are economic laws, but we learn them only by vine Intelligence (God, if you prefer) and belief in an
experience - violating the laws by doing the wrong Immortal Soul back to the living room - as proven,
thing and so by elimination approaching the right thing. and as the most indispensable parts of life! They affirm

The scientific spirit of the last twelve decades has their position as scientists. They believe in it as a sci-
probably done more to advance the social sciences than entific necessity - as they believe in the Law of Cravity
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- because it must be so. With them it is not a matter cantation has given way to calculation; and the slide rule
of blind (and sometimes doubting) faith, but of scien- has replaced the magic wand.
tific surety. In delving deeper and deeper into Nature Darkness and ignorance are synan /mous; so are light
they have come face to face with the Great Fact -the and knowledge.
great dual inter-linked fact of The Divine Intelligence Goose-liver philosophies still dominate the world
and the Immortal Soul. They are saying so clearly. largely in its economic and political maneuvers.
Perhaps you haven't heard them above the din of attic And a dead goose lays no golden eggs.
cleaning, but you _will. I think their note is going to
prevail as the racket dies down. It is one of the few Fli B tht b d S. . . lvvers, a u s, an oap...
which are not based on selfish Interests, personal vanity,
or stubborn dogmatism. And it is a simple, cheerful, THE object of Engineering is the increase in wealth
direct note - not a gloomy and complex one. as represented, not by the tool called "money," but

The Great Fact has gradually been going attic-ward. by what that tool will provide. Money itself is not
It is coming back to the living room. And its being wealth. There was probably as much money in Russia
in the living room will determine, through the quality as in America; but there was no wealth of sound indus-
of the eternal fitness of things, what other things are trial systems of frank opinion, of free schools, of oppor-
going to be there. And so we'll wash up and stop argu- tunity beckoning in a thousand directions, of comfort-
ing and get down again to an orderly life. able homes, of bathtubs, and of soap.

When a worker owns his own home, with a bathtub
Goose Liver Guidance . . • and hot water; when his children go to high school, with

the university wide open beyond that; when he can
pRIMITIVE man's imagination created hobgoblins, afford a "flivver" to take the family out in the country

devils and specters; his nightmares made them real. on Sunday; - that worker has an equity, - an equity
All of Nature's manifestations,-comets, earthquakes, in a social structure that is built on sound economic

thunder storms, sunsets, forest noises, coincidences, philosophy and not on destructive piffle.
sickness, death, spontaneous combustion,- were fear- Schools and houses and bathtubs and "flivvers" do
some things with a phantasmagoria of cock-eyed mon- not grow like mushrooms. They cost work. They come
strosities pulling the strings. from the excess of wealth above that needed for the

Mankind has always pictured the Unknown as a Law- sheer necessities of bare living. The greater this excess,
less No Man's Land. the more schools and homes and comforts and time to

Fear creates an opportunity for some one who can enjoy them. The excess creates the equity of all of us
out-smart the specters. in the wealth of opportunity to live decently, to go higher

The smartest man in the tribe out-smarted his fellow in accordance with our diligence and our parts, and to
citizens by acting with high-toned queerness, which al- eliminate the errors of ignorance from our lives.
ways commands respect, and by doing weird stunts More of this wealth comes, the more we eliminate
which exorcised the cockeyed crew and had them eating waste and devise better mechanisms to produce more at
out of his hand. less cost. That is engineering.

He had the answer to everything. An archaic method, an archaic machine, or an archaic
He wore weird clothes, which gave weight to his industrial system is wasteful of human hours and human

wisdom, just as we wear academic gowns to give weight opportunities, - as wasteful as an archaic plow.
to ours. Not long ago I heard a university president condemn

He summoned devils and constrained them by spells our "materialistic" age and the "industrialism" which
chanted in gibberish. created it; and he ended with an ardent appeal for

He ran things for thousands of years, and he is still twelve million dollars endowment! I wondered where
on the job except where science and philosophy have he thought twelve million dollars comes from, - or
turned him inside out. . even where his salary comes from that gives him a

Even in the day of the cultured Greeks, two armies house, a "flivver," and bathtubs and soap. Twelve mil-
would confront each other without joining battle, await- lion dollars or my salary or his salary, comes from the
ing favorable omens. industrial machine. They are a part of the excess. If

Each morning the wise men of both armies would kill the industrial machine stopped, schools and colleges
geese or other animals and examine their livers for mark- would close, stores would be empty barns, there would
ings, auspicious or inauspicious; when the livers prom- be no papers, no books, no bathtubs, no soap.
ised victory, they'd go to it. But the greater the excess - which must come through

The Middle Ages had its _astrologers, alchemists and elimination of waste and the creation of better mech-
sorcerers,-all worthy court attaches. anisms to produce more in fewer hours - the more we

But alchemy, by the discovery of Nature's Laws, has have to put into the finer things of life for everybody-
become chemistry; astrology has become astronomy; in- orphans and oracles alike.
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THOUGHTS ON FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS
Dean Schneider always welcomed the challenge o] a difficult problem. In considering it, he drew

upon an extensive and vital knowledge of history as well as a first-hand acquaintance with practical a/-
[airs. Having examined all aspec.ts of a question, he proceeded by direct analytical methods to reach a
solution of his own. One of the country's foremost labor executives said that he was everlastingly in-
debted to Dean Schneider, not only for brand-new ideas but for a method of thinking. The same testi-
mony has come from s.tudents and educators, from scientists, engineers, art critics, economis.ts, states-
men and journalists. The following extracts show how he went to the heart of a problem and revealed
its fundamental meaning.

An Analysis of Work • • . The ills are all ills that grow out of work. They are

INmedicine there are two types of doctors. One at once not a mysterious wasting-away, visitations of Providence,
t t fi . I d h h fi fits .brewed by the powers of darkness, or something thatrea s super CIa sym ptoms, an t e ot er rst .. .
h f h b . d h ib Th runs In the family, any more than a headache is. Thesearc es or t e asic cause an t en prescrl es. e . .

causes are real and be WIthin the realm of Natural Law.
Theref ore, the logical starting point of a diagnosis must
he to ascertain the Natural Laws of Work, non-conform-
ity to which causes our industrial headaches.

Now there is a natural law of labor which operates as
surely as the law of gravity.

Work is human effort put forth for the satisfaction
of wants.

It can be shown by history that a people who will not
work will fall to swift decay. If you look back along
the highway over which civilization has come, you will
see that, except where great physical upheavals of nature,
or brute strength in overwhelming numbers have been
factors, nation after nation has fallen because of non-
conformity to the law of labor. Every man knows that
he will deteriorate physically and later mentally if his
muscles are not used. The law could be established
scientifically if need be, but it is not necessary, for in
this case common observation, science, and religion all
agree. Our proverbs, sacred and secular, affirm it. The

first kind gives a headache powder; the second finds the cycle of work to wealth, wealth to idleness, idleness to
functional disorder which causes the headache and works poverty, and poverty to work again, is an evidence of
to remove it permanently. In the long run, the first mental inefficiency, following physical decline.
doctor weakens the resisting power of his patient, while The substance of the law of labor is this: Work, and
the second strengthens it. you will reach a higher mental development; cease work,

We are paralleling this in our treatment of industrial and you will degenerate. The law applies to individuals,
ills. When there is a general or a particular industrial to communities, to nations, and to civilizations.
breakdown, we want immediate relief and take the head- As a compelling prod to drive humanity to save itself,
ache powder cure. Ills in the form of numerous strikes, there is another Natural Law, which needs no proof.
profit-killing foreign competition, inadequately skilled Simply stated, it is work or starve.
artisans, large groups of workers constantly shifting and We work because we have to. There is an instinct
drifting aimlessly from one occupation to another, and for work, but basically it is the instinct for self-preser-
an increasing feeling of centrifugal tension where solid- vation and self-perpetuation. If all the world had a
arity should exist - these are pressing more urgently climate like that of the South Sea Islands, it is safe to
day by day; and in response to the need, there have say none of us would work. Had Nature provided in-
arisen Doctors of Industry, skilled and quack, in rap- itially for all of man's needs, it is probable that we
idly increasing numbers. They are generally special- should be without complex problems, without wars, with-
ists - one for the head, another for the heart, another out government, without what we call civilization-
for the stomach; and the body politic is being treated by without work. The struggle for existence has brought
each independently. us to our present state of development. All that is best
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in the history of civilization has come from work, and the worker becomes more lethargic and automatic, and
all that is worst, from idleness and the consequent sins almost as incapable of independent, intelligent action as
of idleness. Mentality is the result of physical activity, the machine itself. Research further shows that the
and in turn stimulates it. Thinking and working are higher centers in the brain of such a worker are in
reciprocal aids. Integrity, honesty, discipline, sound danger of getting into a permanent, inelastic, hopeless
health, fair dealing, respect for other's rights - these set, if a lively stimulus is not supplied.
have come through the assumption of one's burden of Further, there is in every individual a desire for self-
work, and the opposites of these are the result of the expression, and if this cannot be had in one's daily work,
desire to dodge the burden. Nature will force an outlet for it. It cannot be dammed

Now of all the products of the labor of the centuries, up very long; and when there is no outlet for it in the
there are probably none to which we of this generation worker's daily task, it must come during his idle hours,
look with more satisfaction than to our scientific achieve- and sometimes takes a form which leads to many of our
ment and our mechanical ingenuity. And yet these two most vexing sociological problems.
distinguishing elements of our modern civilization have The situation, then, sifts down to this: Energizing
set up barriers to the realization, by the maj ority of work is decreasing; enervating work is increasing. In
workers, of the greatest benefit of work, namely, mental spite of the warnings of history, we are rapidly dividing
development; for they have wrought significant changes mankind into a staff of mental workers and an army of
in the conditions of work. purel y physical workers. The physical workers are be-

In the first place, it is only within the past two gen- coming more and more automatic with the sure result
erations that mankind has worked in masses within walls. that their minds are becoming more and more lethargic.
For centuries men did individual, self-directed work The work itself is not character building; on the con-
almost entirely in the open. The change has come, of trary, it is repressive, and when self-expression comes, it
course, through the development of power devices, and is hardly energizing mentally. The real menace lies in
dates virtually from the invention of the steam engine. the fact that in a self-governing industrial community

In the second place, the industrial worker formerly the minds of the maj ority are in danger of becoming
knew a whole job, rather than a part of it; he performed atrophied, or at best of becoming trifling and irrespon-
a great variety of functions in the completion of his task, sible, because of lack of continuous exercise in conjunc-
instead of endlessly repeating the same limited opera- tion with the earning of a livelihood. The kind of cit-
tion. The clockmaker made a whole clock, working in- izenship that a republic needs cannot be built on forty-
dividually, and the necessity of working out every part's eight hours per week of automatic work. Fortunately,
relation to every other part gave the worker a mental automatic work seems to be decreasing; the automatic
stimulus, and, therefore, a higher mental development. motions are being put into the machines. In many
The finished product was all his own; the desire for cases the worker who formerly sat at a machine doing
self-expression which every man has, found an outlet the same thing over and over, now handles a battery of
through his work; and once having served his thorough machines which do the automatic work. But there is still
apprenticeship, he worked largely by self-direction. a lot of monotonous, dragging work being done.
Under our present highly organized industrial condi- It is evident, then, that the general law of labor must
tions, the making of a clock is sub-divided into a large be divided into two parts, namely, The Law of Energiz-
number of distinct operations. Each workman in a clock ing Work, which makes for progress, and The Law of
factory makes piece after piece of the same kind, prin- Enervating Work, which makes for retrogression. Nearly
cipally by feeding material into a machine, but why he all the work still done in the open air, where there is a
does it he need not know and usually is not told. We dependent sequence of operations, involving planning on
are putting the brains into the machine and into the the part of the worker, is energizing w~rk. Specific
management office, and making the workman a purely examples may be cited in farm work, railroad work and
automatic adjunct. It is unquestionable that much of the building trades. Certain work done indoors, under
the present spirit of industrial unrest is Nature's protest good conditions of light and air, is also energizing; for
against work without light, physical and mental. example, the work of a toolmaker, a locomotive assem-

This purely automatic, high-pressure work in closely hler, and a cabinet maker. The enervating work has
crowded rooms is the most ominous feature of modern come through the subdivision of labor in factories, so
industrialism, its most serious aspect being the effect that each worker does one thing over and over in the
upon mental development. Scientific research has shown smallest number of cubic feet of space. This type is
us that the monotonous rhythmic repetitions of the rna- recognizable at once in the routine of the garment
chine's motion and the monotonous rhythmic motion of worker, the punch press operator, the paper box maker,
feeding the machine produce an hypnotic, deadening in- and the shoe worker.
fluence on the mind. The lower brain centers, con- Aside from the broader factors such as climatic con-
trolling habits, are developed at the expense of the ditions and racial characteristics, it is safe to say that
-higher thinking centers. As the habit becomes ingrained, the morale of a community depends upon the kind of
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work it does. A rural community of about twelve thou- ter of chance, with the blind often leading the blind, but
sand people, having clean political conditions, a high more an organized orderly movement in conformity to
moral tone, few jarring families, well-kept gardens, and the Laws of Nature. In that day the opportunist will
a good average of intelligence, is a desirable place, not vault into the saddle of leadership when humanity,
from the manufacturer's viewpoint, in which to locate a having been badly led, cries out for a leader; instead,
factory. If a manufacturer locates in such a place and he will be a part of history with the medicine man of
employs three thousand of men, women and children in the savage, for at the bottom both of these in their cre-
purely automatic, noisy, high-speed work, the town will ation and in their haphazard panaceas are the same.
change very materially in one generation. Its politics On the contrary, humanity will send out a well-trained,
will become corrupt and its morals lax; its citizenship well-equipped vanguard of research men - physicists,
will lose its former mental stability and fly eagerly and bacteriologists, chemists, psychologists, biologists, eco-
earnestly from one spectacular "ism" to another; its nomists - to explore beyond the ranges of the known;
families will be on nervous edge, with family discipline it will send its historians hack over the line of march
gone; its yards and houses will lose their tidiness; in a to learn the lessons of past successes and failures ; it
word it will become "a factory town." And what was will establish outposts where the facts uncovered will he
once a good community with a high community efficiency, formulated into laws; and from the outposts to the last
and therefore a safe place in which to invest money, be- mite of humanity will be an established way- for the
comes a town of low community efficiency and a con- application of the law to the need.
stant menace to the industry itself. Every detail of the

town's life is affected. Religion lags, while the amuse- . The Limiting Factors 0/ Production . . .
ment parks thrive on Sunday; for since the week-day .. .
work is repressive, an outlet for pronounced self-expres- ICA~ th~nk of.no word III the vocabulary of busIlle~s
sion is demanded in the idle hours - or to put it another which IS equivalent to the word SEAMANSHIP In
way, Nature goes on the defensive. The slowly up-built maritime affairs. Seamanship conveys the idea of cool-
appreciation of the fine arts is quickly destroyed, for ness, skill and courage, in both calm and stormy weather.,
this cannot grow without harmony, orderly thought and When you read that a captain displayed good seaman-
the desire to express ideals. Respect for law diminishes, ship, you feel that he landed his cargo safely in port
for the law is put in the same class as an electrically because he kn.ew the fundamentals of his job and didn't
wired strike fence. These significant changes are not get muddle-minded,
the fault of the people who work; they are logical natural We don't need the word, but we do need the knowl-
products of the work itself. edge and coolness and skill to meet the vexing situations

We have just pulled out of a thousand-year swamp up which surround us. The fundamental facts which make
to firmer ground, and whether we go higher or begin to up the weather reports and storm signals for business
slide back depends upon how energizing our work is. men have been complicated by an over-supply of con-

It is fundamental that mankind must do stimulating flicting theories stated in a wealth of words rather than
work or retrogress. This is the bed-rock upon which of clear-cut ideas; and while it is not the purpose of
our constructive programs of education, industry, so- this paper to analyze and clarify many of these notions,
ciology - of living, must rest. it is intended to point out a few basic limiting factors

, Fortunately we are now far enough away from the which make or break business, and to show how the
thousand-year swamp so that one may safely propose Cincinnati district may. cut through the tangle of ideas
as a thesis, that only that civilization will prevail whose to a rational solution of its problems.
laws and life conform most nearly to Natural Law. The There are seven limiting factors of production. They
Spirit of Unrest, whether it be evidenced by the spon- are as follows:
taneous and seemingly unaccountable strike of auto- I. Demand
matic workers, the questioning introspection of univer- 2. Fluid capital, or credit
sity faculties, the open defiance of law, or the cry for 3. Transportation
the Doctor of Industry, is the headache-giving warning 4. Labor
of deeper seated organic trouble. 5. Raw material

The worth of our education, our laws, our scientific 6. Equipment
management, will be determined by the extent to which 7. Power
they will make clear, conform with, and supplement the For example, at this writing, DEMAND is the limit-
laws of work. Their test will lie in the degree to which ing factor to good business; that is to say, there are few
they are useful in leading us safely forward to better, "orders." FLUID CAPITAL, however, is "easy."
brighter conditions of work, and their basic idea must TRANSPORTATION can be had - in other words
be service to the mass. there is no difficulty in getting car: for the shipment of

I like to think we are coming to a time when the great goods. LABOR - which includes all of those who work,
march forward of civilization will not be largely a mat- from the general manager down - can be obtained in
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ample quantities; and the other items are easily procur- that even though demand increased, there is a maximum
able. The situation is the reverse of what it was in 1919, limit of production possibility which is somewhat less
when DEMAND was at a high point. FLUID CAPITAL than the country's production capacity. This means,
was getting tighter and tighter, and it was difficult to get further, that we have tied up into our production facil-
TRANSPO-RTATION, EQUIPMENT, LABOR, RAW ities (or into our factories) a considerable amount of
MATERIALS and POWER (principally coal). capital upon which no return can be gotten until we ar-

In 1919, orders "pyramided." There was a scarcity range our transportation system so that the possibilities
of E,QUIPMENT, TRANSPORTATION, RAW MATE- of transportation and of production are equal. In other
RIALS and COAL. If a man needed one lathe, for ex- words, if the railroads can carry nine-tenths of what the
ample, he ordered two or three, hoping to get one. The factories can manufacture, and no more, then one-tenth
lathe builders thought these were all bonafide orders of the money invested in our factories is bound to be idle
and they, in turn, ordered more castings than their total capital, earning no return.
orders justified, in the hope of getting what they needed. There is a second way in which transportation becomes
This pyramiding created thoughts of expansion in the a limiting factor. Since 1914 railroad freight rates have
minds of those who got the orders, which made again a increased approximately fifty per cent. This means that
demand for FLUID CAPITAL to meet expansions in an industry which has a long haul of raw materials of
plants and equipment. The result was that many plants a bulky type, has greatly added costs of production as
began enlargements in spite of the fact that the pro- compared to the period before rates were increased. This
ductive capacity of the United States was beyond the in turn inaugurates a recasting of the general economic
carrying capacity of the railroads and other transporta- situation, for a manufacturer who is far removed from
tion methods. his raw materials is at a real financial disadvantage in

By the last statement, I mean this: If the room in his selling cost as compared to the man who is closer.
which you are sitting were a factory there would be a 'There is always a slow economic drift of industries to-
most efficient width of aisle to transport the raw mate- ward their raw materials, but this increase in freight
rials to the machines and the finished products away rates has accelerated the movement tremendously. .A
from them. If the aisles were too narrow there would be rapid geographical readjustment of factory location on
a non-delivery of raw materials to the machines and a the basis of transportation possibilities and costs is tak-
cluttering at the machines of the finished products which ing place.' This readjustment would have occurred nat-
ought to be carried away. As a result, the machines urally over a longer period of time but increased freight
would be idle. Now from the point of view of the rates have stimulated it tremendously in the last two or
United States, the whole country is a factory, and the three years.
railroads and other transportation methods are the aisles As an illustration of this, I may mention, for example,
of the. factory. We can manufacture in the United States that once upon a time Cincinnati was the principal meal.
what we can transport in raw material and in finished packing center in the United States. It is now one of
product, and no more. This was demonstrated very the minor packing centers for the very simple reason
clearly during the war; as a result of the demonstration that the packing houses have moved westward to be
in 1917 and 1918 it has been shown that the maximum closer to their raw materials. Naturally the tanneries
army which the United States can put in the field is the move upward to the packing houses, and it is inevitable
maximum army which it can equip, and the maximum that the industries which use a great deal of leather will
army which it can equip is the maximum army which move up to the tanneries - assuming that these are not
any limiting factor will permit it to equip. The limit- too far removed from the markets. There will be, fur-
ing factor during the war was transportation, and not ther, a number of tanneries on the Pacific Coast; getting
factories and labor. The item of transportation, of their materials largely from the Argentine and elsewhere
course, affects the item- of power, for coal must be trans- by sea routes, and similarly a number on the Atlantic
ported. There was a shortage of power during the war seaboard. Again, you have the illustration of the de-
and again during 1919 and 1920, but this was not caused velopment of Kansas City as a milling center at the ex-
by lack of coal at the mines, but by the inability of the pense of Minneapolis, since Kansas City has become the
railroads to carry the coal plus the raw materials and natural meeting place of the various materials which go
finished products of agriculture and industry. into certain milling products.

The situation can be stated in this way: If a sufficient Transportation, therefore, becomes a limiting factor ill
amount of orders came into the factories of the United two ways: First, in prosperous times it doesn't function
States to keep them busy eight hours a day, five and a to the point necessary to carryall of the required raw
half days a week, they' could not work eight hours a day materials to the factories and the finished products away
and five and a half days a week for the very simple rea- from them; and in the second place, the cost of carry-
son that the railroads could not carry the raw materials ing them has become excessive for those industries which
and the finished products; or, to use the daily phrase of are far removed from their raw materials and their
business, we could not get cars. It will be apparent, then, markets.
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Therefore, it behooves business men in different parts ments gave him a great respect for what he called "the
of the country to analyze these questions of the seven ancients." In his latter years he developed a desire to
limiting factors, especially of raw materials, transporta- slip away from the world for deeper meditation. The
tion and markets (or demand). It further behooves any far-off purple mountains called to him, so when he was
industrial community, as for example that of Cincinnati, about ninety years old, he started out alone. The guard of
to take stock of its raw material resources, its transpor- the pass leading upward knew who he was and gently ~in-
tation facilities, and its marketing possibilities, and so sisted that Laotze set down the sum of his wisdom, for
determine the lines upon which it will develop. To go Laotze had never written his philosophy. The old sage
back to the packing house illustration: It can be shown did so and disappeared into the mists to be heard of no
that there is a theoretical point between Cincinnati and more except as his one book speaks.
Chicago, this side of which the Cincinnati packer can His sentences are short and pithy. Evidently he
gather his raw materials and ship his finished product thought a lot and then wrote a simple line.
in successful competition with the Chicago packer, and Here are a few of his comments on government:
the other side of which he cannot do so. For example,
th C· . ti k b hi . I (. I· The state should be governed as we fry small fish,e mcinna 1 pac er can uy IS raw materra In im- . h h b .
. d ities ) h h f· C·· . b h unt out muc ustness.ite quantities on t e 00 In mcmnati at a out t e R Z hi b f [usi b .

.. . egu ate t ings e ore con USLon egins.
same prIce that the Chicago man does; he can sell Ius Th di . l· . I..
fi . h . ... e l/JlCU ty In governlng peo peL'S In over-rns ed product In the Cincinnati markets at a lower h Z.

h h Chi f h . I muc po lCY·cost t an t e Icago man can, or t e very SImp e rea- . .. .
th t th Chi k hi fi . h d d When the government is rlgld and exacting, theson a e rcago man must pac IS ms e pro uct Z d d . bl

. f . d . C·· . d peop e are crampe an mtsera e.Into re rIgel' ate cars, transport It to mcmnati an re-
bI it j t f . ti h . distrih W hen the actions of the people are controlled byassem e 1 In 0 a re flgera Ion ouse prIor to 1stI'I u- . .

ti t hi t d h h ff prohibitory Zaws, the countr-y becomes more andIon 0 IS cus omers, an t ese costs more t an 0 ~set .. h d
h . f I I ducti I ·11 b more im.pouerts e .t e gaIns 0 arge sea e pro uction. t WI e appar- . ....

t th f h t if h b k f C·· . A liberal government L'Sthat tohic]i neither disre-en , ere ore, t a I t e an s 0 mcrnnati were con- d h
f d wi h h . . f financi ki gar s nor urts anyone.ronte WIt t e proposition 0 nancing a new pac lng Wh ho noi h f h II
h h . . . en a man w 0 WlS es to re orm t e wor couse, t ell' decision would have to he based upon a ·
k I d f th t . I h tl h h f takes it in hand, I perceive that there will be nonow e ge 0 e raw rna erra s or t e cat e on t e 00 d.

'1 hi . h C·· . . If h h en to Lt.avai a e In t e mcmnati territory. t ere were enoug Ex oediencv L h h d f h . . 1
ki h . . f xpe lency is t e mere s a ow 0 w at is rigntpac Ing ouses to meet this supply of raw materials, . .

th dditi I ki h Id 1 b and true, and is portentous of conjusion,en an a Ilona pac mg ouse wou not on yea Of h
waste of capital but would de-stabilize an already stable wTar, . e s.ays: 0.. h I f h
.t ti 0 JOy ui conquest LS to JOy ui t e oss 0 uman

SI ua Ion. life.

Abreast of the Past • • • He who joys in bloodshed is not fit to govern the

17EEPING up with the forefront of the times in poli- country. ,
~.o 1· . hil h Briars and thorns flourish where battalions havetics, iterature, econormcs, government, p 1 osop y, d
· d . . Iff· . dmoni h d quartere ·SCIence, an mternationa a all'S IS, we are a morns e , B d f ll h h l f .. .. . . . . a years 0 ow on t e ee s 0 armles LIt motion,

a good thing to do. Perhaps It IS, If you can do It. But Wh .. fiZl d . h ·f h d .
I d h h hen a nattoti is e unt stri e t en 0 patriots

ou t W et er you can. I . h
The forefront is usually imagined as the head of a f °Murls . k dd d ke L

. . . . . ay not a man ta e mu y water an ma e It
procession movIng according to blue prmts, The brains l b k . ill?

h d so j h I· h d h insid ff c ear y eepLng stt .are up t ere an so IS t e spot 19 t; an t e msi e stu
is in the blue prints. It sounds enticing. Obviously Laotze was a conservative. But Confucius,

As a matter of fact, the head of the procession is, and an equally able philosopher, was not. It has always
always has been, a stewy mess without a sense of direc- been true, as it is today, that any philosophy excites an
tion. It is a strenuous and complex milling about. When opposite one. Confucius argued for governmental regu-
you come free of it to get your breath and bearings you lation down to the last detail; and while the people
are befuddled and wondering. A long session of Con- revered Laotze, ultimately they followed Confucius. The
gress looks like that to the nation and must feel like story goes that the two met, when Confucius was thirty-
that to the Congressmen. three years old and Laotze about eighty-seven, and had

Much better, it seems to me, is the taking of time out it out in words.
to be alone and to read some old wisdom, the older the Confucius developed an itch to tryout his theories
better; such wisdom, let us say, as that of Laotze, the and traveled through the provinces of China seeking a
great Chinese sage. chance. On one occasion, when he reached the province

Laotze was horn about the year 604 B.C. He was of C'hi, he almost landed the job. But one of the Old
curator in a royal library and his reading of old docu- Guards pointed 'out to the Prince that "These scholars are
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impracticable and can not be imitated. They are proud it out with thousands of other. Of course, we can move
and vain and must have the best positions. The master about, as one does on a boat; but the fact remains that
Confucius is truly a most peculiar person. Certainly we are all in the same boat. Great poverty is now a load
he knows all about the Rites" - which meant theories - on great wealth, and great wealth is equally a load on
"but this is not the time for bothering about his rules great poverty. Neither can escape the nearness of the
for what is fitting. If your Majesty employs him to other.
change the customs of C'hi, you will not be considering Old idealisms, especially the romantic ones, are ap-
the people's best interests." pealing and we nurture them, even though we realize

It sounds familiar. they have disappeared into the dust of our march, as the
Laotze and Confucius disagreed, too, on policies days of chivalry have, and the Spanish Main; so ~natur-

which lead to elbowing ambition. Laotze puts his argu- all y we fret when congestion prevents us from striding
ment in a few pat sentences: lustily.

By standing on tiptoe one cannot keep firm. The end of the great trek is chock-full of significance
As.tride of one's fellows one cannot progress. for every subdivision of our educational curricula. The
By displaying one's self one does not shine. problems of contraction are always more vexing than
By self-approbation one is not esteemed. those of expansion. In physics, broadly, contraction de-
In self-praise there is no merit. velops heat, expansion coolness; the parallel is apt. The
Be who exalts himself does not stand high. problems ahead of us are much more subtle and complex
The inflated mati is soon exhausted. than those behind us were. Their solution will require

And he adds this caustic clincher: less physical energy and much more intellectual acumen;
When wisdom has met with honors the world is less forward movement into the geographically un-

full of pretenders. known, and more research into the basic laws of the
Regardless of which philosophy you like or which is physical and social sciences, together with critical and

better, my whole point is that you can clarify issues constructive development comporting with the laws.
for yourself more readily by withdrawing from the strife Our emphasis must shift. There is not one branch of a
and getting a crystallization of fundamentals through a university, from the classics to labor economics, which
quiet session now and then with the ancients. F or can not yield greater fruits to the sustenance of civiliza-
today's problems are age-old in essence; only the setting tion now than it did in the days of the trek.
and the details vary. And while "What most endures is As a result of 'our settling down process, we are begin-
changeless Change," again to quote Laotze, the change ning to direct our abundant and restless energies to put-
is largely in the pattern. The fundamentals stay put. ting our house in order - a more livable order. History

repeats itself in our turning to science and the applied
At the End of the Great Trek • · • arts as one excellent and satisfying way to release ourONE day looking at the city and at the farms and the constructive faculties. And the very problems which

woods which spread for miles into the haze, I the end of the white man's great trek force upon us give
thought of the decades past when the poor trekked to- us abundant outlets for our exploring desires and abil-
ward the opportunities of the open west. But today ities, In fact, they demand that sort of exploration for
the poor, looking in any direction, see other poor look- our salvation.
ing their way. The age-old westward tide of the white .
man's turbulent push - from·Asia across Europe, across Education and Industrial Peace · · ·
the Atlantic, across America - has struck the barriers ABOUT a century ago Lord Byron, Shelley and Mrs.
of the congested Orient, and rolled back upon itself. Shelley pulled through a season of bad weather
The alluring vistas of unknown lands beyond have van- in Switzerland by making and telling one another grue-
ished forever. People mill about on each other's toes some stories. And they talked also of the new" theories
and stifle in each other's smoke. Romance, which beck- of Evolution. So Mrs. Shelley let her mind run riot
oned a forward challenge to hardihood and hope, has with speculations on the nature of life and devised the
fled' from the near approach of man and left him either story of Frankenstein. Frankenstein was a young man
to sink by stagnation or to find salvation in his creative obsessed with an amazing zeal for scientific discovery,
and his service impulses. The great trek is ended. and one day he discovered the secret of life. Then he

Davy Crockett used to say he would move on as soon laboriously put bones and sinew together and made a
as he could see his neighbor's smoke. There are many man. But when he injected his life-giving fluid into it,
forms of individualism, but Davy Crockett's has been it arose a hideous thing of brute strength. Subsequently
swamped in the backwash. Yet it lingers in our memo- it destroyed Frankenstein's little brother, his best friend,
ries and colors our motives. his wife, his father, then Frankenstein and finally itself.

Going west is no longer the obvious answer to pov- The story has lived a century not because it is well writ-
erty, congestion and oppression. Instead of working out ~en nor because it is unlike the ordinary, but because it
his economic salvation alone, a man nowadays must work fits recurring human experience.
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The story of Frankenstein means that a little science out teaching them how to use them wisely, have we done
is a dangerous thing; it means too that an isolated sci- our whole and obvious duty? Let us see if we have.
ence is a positive menace. Man has a tendency to big- Let us consider if the work which man does today and
ness in construction upon slackly-scanned footings or the conditions under which he does it, make for his
upon one well built but isolated pillar. And once he mental, moral and physical advancement, for these are
has constructed and the structure begins to wobble, he the real results to humanity of our century of effort.
scurries about to patch up with makeshifts and expedi- If, for example, it is true that England is anemic, ner-
ents, which latter make but little for additional strength vous, losing its self-control and incapable of sustained
and much for complexity. And next the expedient, which resistance, and if this is the result of the unwise use of
usually has been put in place by the specialist or the the science which has made its modern industrialism,
opportunist as the salvation of the tottering structure, what shall be the merit of the universities which fur-
appears to the panicky as the real pillar. Some there nished the powerful tools but not the men to use them
be who advocate putty for the cracks and a fresh coat of safely? If they furnished the men, then why the sick
paint, to restore public confidence; usually they have condition of England? Have the schools trained bed-
putty and paint for sale. Again a few - a very few - rock diggers or have they trained proppers? By all
quietly insist that if the structure is to be saved, there is means, let us analyze this thing we call work, for obvi-
only one way to save it - to get each column down to ously we shall have to heed the Macedonian cry whether
bed rock. . This will cost much, it will take time, it will we want to or not.
require careful investigation, it will cause inconvenience W k d U

d II' d b h . li h or an nrest- an usua y It en s y t e specia rst or t e opportun-
ist putting in another prop. Both those who own the The basic obj ect of work is the same as it was in the
structure and those who toil within are in a condition of stone age - to obtain food and shelter. Work is the
unrest and apprehension; while outside are the house- fight for self-preservation and self-perpetuation; the
doctors - the politicians, the scientific management ex- strategy of the fight furnished and still furnishes the
perts, the pedagogues, the financiers - each putting up stimulus for brain growth. The mental exercise derived
his prop. Props cost money, particularly the specialist's from devising a stone hatchet or a crude animal trap
prop. The maintenance cost of the structurq increases, had as great a mind-building value as has the construe-
the rents go up and finally the burden of propping goes tion of a bank safe or of a modern factory. In the
to the shoulders of those who work within. Some day, stone age the immediate problem was to get and to pro-
despite the props, the structure collapses; Frankenstein tect; both were accomplished by physical strength
is destroyed by the Thing he built. And those' who stir- mainly, by cunning partly. Today the immediate prob-
vive begin to build anew. lem is the same, but we call our problem of getting "in-

dustry and commerce," and our problem of protection,
Education and the Frankenstein System "government." When, in paleolithic days, Mr. Strong-

In this year of grace, our commercial and industrial arm emerged in the dawn from his cave with a healthy
edifice shows signs of strains - of unevenly distributed appetite and saw Mr. Smallbones down the path carrying
loads. The proppers have been propping, and plenty a flank of deer meat, it was strictly in accordance with the
of putty and paint 'have been applied; but to little avail. then law for Mr. Strongarm to use the superior physical
And now Industry has sent up a Macedonian cry for help might which nature gave him, to take his breakfast from
to education. The appeal made first to the public school, Smallbones. This developed cunning in Smallbones.
has been passed up to the university. This is right, be- Today it is contrary to law for the burly one to stop
cause, strangely enough, the university has had much to Smallbones on the sidewalk and abstract his pocket-book;
do with bringing about present conditions. For, in the besides Smallbones may have a knife or a revolver, the
name of science, the university has furnished the mate- product of the cunning of generation upon generation
rial with which modern industrialism has been built. of Smallbones. In fact, the cunning Smallbones now
Our laboratories have been humming. for a hundred has his breakfast produced for him by the brawnier
years discovering, combining and inventing in chemistry, Strongarrn. It is strictly in accordance with the present
biology, physics and economics - why? The answer law for Smallbones to use the superior mental might
is so easy: To benefit man, to elevate him, to insure which' nature gave him to get his breakfast from
human progress. Strongarm.

Well, have we done it? The answer is not so easy and All changes of law, or government, if you wish, have
must rest on this: If we have added to the mental, moral come when Strongarm or Smallbones, which ever hap-
and physical advancement of those who work, yes; if pened to be the exploited one, was not left enough break-
not, no. But, it will be argued, we have discovered sci- fast by the exploiting one. When government ceases to
entific truth - that is our function; if others have mis- protect the weak, the weak, curiously enough get strong
applied it, we are absolved. Are we, - the University? and change the government; sometimes also the strong
If we have placed powerful tools in men's hands with- get weak from too much breakfast and not enough work.
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When we shall reach a condition of stable equilibrium rule of heredity for personality, for intrinsic quality.
of work and breakfast for both Strongarm and Small- There is a divine right of leadership but it does not
bones we shall have the millenium and industrial peace, descend from father to son; it is conferred in utter dis-
and not before. regard of wealth, creed, name, condition or caste, - and

Now it is not improbable that one day Smallbones by is non-transferable. The personality which creates lead-
his cunning devised an animal trap which would get as ership pushes instinctively above the dead level, above
much meat in a day as the stone hatchet could kill in a mediocrity; and the fight up through the mass is what
month. Further, it was less hazardous than the old gives the leader the strength to supplement personality.
method of personal attack. But to construct it required
the brawn of Strong arm. So the first partnership was Education and the Leader
formed with Smallbones as general manager, because his The leaders who devise and direct in industry are
was the directing thought, and with Strongarm as the usually men who left school when they were about four-
workingman, because his was the constructing muscle. teen years old and went to work at the bottom. Their
It is not improbable, too, that when the first killing was schooling has consisted of elementary work in reading,
made, the first labor trouble started over the division of writing and arithmetic. Plunged into the competitive
the profits. What was Smallbones' share? His thought struggle for a living with nothing but their innate re-
produced as much in one day as was formerly produced sources to fall hack upon, their wits were sharpened and
in thirty days. What was Strongarm's share? He sweated their natural gifts of planning for and directing others
and toiled to build the new industry while Smallbones stood out in bold relief. They advanced step by step
sat in the shade and thought. Of course, we know the acquiring the two main essentials for shop management,
question was not settled, for we still "have it with us. a detailed know ledge of practical shop processes and an
It is one of the elements in our industrial unrest. expertness in handling men. Many of them have become

But even after some division of the profits was made, well "educated," that is well and widely informed and
Smallbones was still confronted with the problem of able to think, solely by their own efforts.
protecting his earnings from the might of Strongarm, It is entirely safe to say that our present system of
and Strongarm was also confronted with the task of organized education has had very little influence in the
protecting his earnings from the cunning of Smallbones. training of those who actually manage the operations in
When they" finally got together to talk this over, self - factories, except as it has furnished them material science
government began; and they learned what the complexity as a tool of operation. This is not a surprising fact,
of our modern self-government tends to make us forget, for the brains and the personality necessary to leader-
that self-government to be successful must first be indi- ship are just as likely to be born in the alley as on the
vidual, that collective self-government by ourselves can -avenue, and their chances for an accession of strength
persist only when there is individual self-government of through overcoming obstacles are greater in the alley
one's self. Collective self-government must be in the than on the avenue. And since the number of men gradu-
hands of individuals; they make the laws. The laws, as ating from college is almost a negligible percentum of
with Smallbones and Strongarm, are basically agree- those who grow up and work, the cause is obvious. So
ments to respect each other's rights. When the indi- then our formally organized system of education has had
viduals in whose hands our collective self-government little to do with the training of those who devise and di-
rests, cease to govern themselves and by the craftiness rect industrial work. We (in education) do not train
of Smallbones or the might of Strongarm obtain for the industrial leaders; they are trained in industry itself.
themselves and their instigators more than their share of There are, of course, the usual exceptions.
what all produce, we have another element of industrial The greatest problem confronting a people is the sta-
unrest. bility of its civilization. Now it is assumed without ar-

The spirit of the law is mutual justice; when the spirit gument that the business of education is so to guide the
leaves the law, the law is a mummy which does not speak, mental processes of the people that they will build safely
but which only appears to speak through the cleverness and permanently. It would seem then that not the least
of ventriloquists who have practiced speaking in the name function of education is to -train those who by natural
of the law. When unrest vents itself in revolution, it is gift devise and direct and also to guide the training of
the same spirit voicing its cry through the original those whose lot it is to do the actual physical labor.
authors of law, after it has found it impossible to speak The problem then is first to search out those whom nature
through the law itself. intended for leadership in industry and to train them

It would appear then that the real test of education's thoroughly in the three principles of sound building,
worth to the state is in this: Does education train the and second to instill into those who labor an apprecia-
leaders to do sound building? There are really two tion of these three principles as well as to ensure for
questions here: Does it train the leaders, and does it them skill in their daily tasks.
teach the principles of sound building? Now, since the leader emerges from the mass, and since

The leader emerges from the mass. There is no known (Continued on Page 37)
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LETTERS TO THE ALUMNI
Notwithstanding a busy schedule, Dean Schneider managed to find time for an extensive correspond-

ence with former students. Besides many letters to individual co-ops scattered allover the country he
wrote an annual message which was sent to all the alumni. This chatty account of happenings on the
campus, with a sprinkling of the Dean's philosophy, had all the directness and intimacy of a personal
letter. Some typical passages are quoted below.

T h C AI· May 29th, 1936
o t e o-op umrn e

I ant writing this at horne on a hot Sunday, - May
twenty- fourth. The seventeen-year locusts swarm in the
trees all about, making a combination noise like a fire
chief's distant auto siren and the filing of a saw; the
neighbors' radios add "Die Meistersinger," a sermon,
"He's My Man," and a
chocolate drink full of li [e-
giving vitamins; a dog,
chained for the day while
the family is out in the
country, lifts his head in
howling protest to high
heaven; ~nd around the
corner a new boy scout is
practicing taps on a bugle.
So if this annual letter
is lacking in coherence,
please remember that the
world, close by as well as
in all its continents, is too.

I should have gone to the
engineering building to
write this, for there I feel
a sense of peace and pur-
pose and order and ration-
ality. And all of our in-
dices up there are good.
For example, our requests
for graduates this year run
far beyond our capacity to
supply, and these are not
"we should be glad to have
the na:mes" requests. They are for a man for a specific
job. Our Co-op employment is about one hundred per
cent with a waiting list of jobs in some departments.

As you may know, there is also a shortage of skilled
mechanics. This is all significant. The unemployed
today are the unskilled. Technological advances make
them more and more unnecessary in industry and com-
merce,-and even in agriculture. The nation's biggest
job, it seems to me, is the training of the unskilled; and
despite much talk I hear about the im possibility of doing
this, I am convinced it can be done, for the very simple
reason that some indus.tries are doing it. For exam ple,
The American Rolling Mill Company has a distinct pol-
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icy in that direction and it is working out. The Cincin-
nati Milling Machine Company has too, and is doing it.
Hereabouts I hear talk of what can you do with the hill-
billies. Well, a few years ago I went down to Berea,
Kentucky, to see what Berea College was doing about it.
It is a big school with hundreds of students, practically
all of whom are gathered from the hills, - the "hill-

billy" group.
I take off my hat to a

number of colleges-you'd
probably be sur prised at
the list-but I bow deeper
to none than to Berea.
While I was there, a meet-
ing of bankers of some ten
or a dozen counties was
held at the Daniel Boone
Tavern, which is owned
and operated by the col-
lege. The Men's Glee Club
and the Women's Glee
Club sang for them. There
were sixteen men, --each as
tall or taller than I am and
twice as broad, and all
fine youngsters. They were
dressed in. white trousers
and blue double-breasted
coats. The girls were
charming in white. And 1
never heard a better con-
cert, in quality 0f voices
and in rendering. Any
university iti the country

would have been glad to claim them as its own.
During my three days' s.tay I talked to students and

teachers, and I came away thinking hard and with realism.
And this is worth telling you too: Boys and girls come

there mentally almost dead; but by a deft selection of
manual work (weaving, for example) the school brings
their dormant mentalities up and up, so that ultimately
they per form intellec.tually as other normal persons do.

I have always been an incorrigible optimist on man-
kind if it is given a chance. The longer I liue and the
more I learn by contact of how far men and women can
go if they are just lifted out of a rut and put on a road,
the surer I am that my philosophy -is correct. If
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you have anything to do with employment, just mull work in school will remain a~ways of a very basic nature.
that over. Weare all earnestly desirous of getting men. However, a scheme of coordination has been worked out
back to a wholesome way of earning a good living. Un- to tie the two together. All of this follows the Co-op
der modern. technological conditions, the training of the theory of learning theory in the university and practice
untrained is the one major method of doing it. in industry. The students will receive a five hundred

Of course you have been reading in the newspapers a dollar research fellowship each for the five and one-hall
lot about atom smashing, cosmic radiations, and whether months they are in school, with remission 01 tuitions and
the universe is running down or not, together with other fees, and they will receive the usual rate paid to other
weird doings in the magic 01 the new physics. It all men in the research laboratories while they ·are in the
sounds very abstract and far away from the other weird industry. That means that they will obtain not less than
and vexing questions of the day. But we must remember one thousand dollars a year while in this graduate work.
that the discoveries from Copernicus to Newton sounded The reaction to this on the part of industries has been
just as funny and phoney to the Aristotelian standpatters remarkable. Every research director whom I met in con-
of their time. That group upset a lot of traditional nection with this work gave a favorable response to it.
foundations and there was quite a to-do in men' s minds So that is our next venture and I am looking forward to
about it all, and 0I course nobody thought of the tre- it with a lot of pleasurable anticipation and with a lot of
metulous scientific advances which ultimately came out confidence in the outcome because I am convinced that
of it. And uihile all this to-do about the inside of the engineers trained thoroughly in the new physics will add
atotri and the outside of the universe seems most remote tremendously to the research work of industries.
f rom. the practical problems right in front of you, the Of course we expect to stumble a bit on the doing of
fact remains that a considerable body of the new physics this and do not anticipate unbounded success. Like every
developed during the past thirty years, has become use- other new thing it is an experiment, but in a few years
ful in advanced industrial research. For example, X-ray we ought to have it going as well as the undergraduate
spectrosco py gives us a tool to determine the structure courses are going.
of molecules in solids, liquids and powders, and it is the These latter courses are running smoothly. Employ-
construction of the molecule which determines its pro P: ment is up to about one hundred per cent, the students
erties. Graphite, as you know, is a lubricant, a diamond do not begin to have the financial difficulties they were
will cut glass, and yet both are pure carbon. The differ- having for a period of years, and everything is back., at
ences in the two are determined by the structure of the least for the time being, to its old vigor.
molecule. The new physics, therefore, offers an addi- Our attendance in the day work of engineering, com-
tional very potent tool in tackling important basic prob- merce, and applied arts, is 1754, and the night attendance
lems, It does not dis place chemistry but it gives an added is 4607.
instrument in getting at the inside of a fundamental prob- So you see that in spite of wars and rumors of wars
lent. With these ideas in mind we have extended our co- and pests and a lot of hullabaloo, and hullaba-bugling,
operative course into the graduate field in order to train the fundamental things of life go forward. As an old
research engineers to use this new tool in industry. Chinese philosopher said, "What most endures is change-

All of the University part of this plan will be in the less change." The best philosophy I know is that the
Basic Science Research Laboratory. The theoretical only established order is that of constant change and
work will be in the new mathematical physics under Dr. that acceptance of the laws governing this constant
Brand, Dr. Gowdy, Professor Kersten, Dr. Wells, and change, together with a search for better knowledge of
Dr. Soller, who is the new Supervisor of the Basic Sci- these laws, is the answer to most of our problems. If we
ence Research Laboratory. The work of the Laboratory could adopt the philosophy of working with nature and
will go forward as usual and these young men will be at- with its established principles, knowing that these lead
tached to the groups doing various research problems. by evolutionary methods to change after change after
Their classes will be in the early morning hours, for change, we could know what changes were approaching
about an hour and a half a day, and after that the stu- and plan to play the game co-operatively with the laws
dents will go on with their work in assisting the regular that bring about the change. As I have said, I am an
staff of the Laboratory. In this way they will not only optimist because over a long stretch of years things do
get the theory, but training in the approach to abstract work out, man does advance in all of his efforts, but with
problems. No industrial problems will be introduced more research and more training I am convinced that our
into their school period. When they go to their outside blundering along could be an orderly march rather than
work they wi·ll be attached to the research laboratories a muddling through.
of the industries involved. When they come back to the As ever,
campus for their second dose of work with us they will Cordially yours,
not be permitted to bring in any practical problems as
such. They may, however, bring in questions of an ab-
stract character draioti [roni their outside work, but the
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• May 24, 1937 in action. And the word "research" sounded like dig-
To the Co-op AlumnI: ging up dead civilizations in Asia Minor, or in Egypt.

We have a pup at our house, - not a pedigreed one, Well, you know the situation today. There is no need
but just a plain dollar and a quarter pup. Being of alley of my elaborating on it. But I do ioant to go a little
ancestry which had to be smart to survive, he's no pam- further oti the research side.
pered fool. As I write this on the porch at home, he is Many employers are still a bit leery about it, espe-
fighting an old shoe with grabs and growls, and tossing cially .about "basic" research. But they are smack up
it up in the air, often in my direction; so if the sequences against it, as they have been during the last thirty years
in this letter are a bit abrupt, you'll know the reason. I on building a broad personnel of engineers.
have one eye on the pup and the shoe. It's very simple. Labor costs are spiralling. These

The first co-op class was graduated in lune, 1912, so must be added to the price of the product. For example,
this is their twenty-fifth anniversary. The Co-op Stag, steel is a raw material to the automobile industry .. Steel
which is dated for June 1at the Alms Hotel, will signal- has gone up in price because steel plant wages have gone
ize this event. There are now over one thousand co-op up. The wages in auto plants have gone up. So you
graduates in the Cincinnati district. I never go down have an accumulating cost situation. Consequently, un-
town without running across some of them and they al- less a lot can be saved some place, automobile prices
ways ask me how things are going, what's new, are must go up. If they go up materially, sale:s will fall of].
Goettsch and Brand and Farnau and Park and so on still If sales fall of], the benefits of mass production are can-
there, and what has become of this and that graduate. celled.
I am sure that a general outpouring of alumni from all Fundamentally, then, the race is between research and
twenty-five classes would be worth iohile in lots of ways, price. High wages, continuous and complete employ-
and certainly it would show a solidarity which I know ment, low prices, and copious production are possible
exists but which needs only to be expressed. only through basic and development research; and this

I think it ought to be expressed. A genuine and trust- goes for agriculture as well as for industry. And, of
worthy solidarity always has nutritive qualities to it as it course, you know that scientific discoveries of a basic
does in friendships, in families, in towns and in nations. sort always lead to increased employment and permit
I am not thinking in terms of the aggressive power in higher wages.
numbers, but of the unanimity of a thoughtful group All of this means that a socialization of production is
which has much to say these days and which is not vocal evolving. The major danger in this evolution is that peo-
individually. ple will try to get a "fixed" system, which isnit possible,

I abhor selfish pressure groups. A small pressure group since evolution must go on. Socialization must be elas-
looms large and the large non-vocal group is obliterated tic and progressive with two major ideas prevailing,
by noise. Hollering has blanketed humility. {Webster's - namely, that the progression should be in accordance
Dictionary : HU MILITY: Freedom from pride and ar- with discovery and that individual initiative must not
rogance.} Time Marches On! Time does march on, tick be stifled. It is a curious paradox that individual in-
by tick, quietly. But life is a mess of marionette shows itiative has created the need for socialization.
with barkers blaring at us through every medium of ex- . . . . .
pression. We mill around in a world which has become It is interesting to see the efforts of some colleges to
a county [air, I abhor, particularly, the spotlight up- get the advantages of the co-op course without actually
fronter who has no glow of his own, the carbonated having their students do real work; when I hear of these
pouter pigeon who bubbles wisdom from his chest, and I always think of the old song which ends - "Hang
the flamboyant flag-pointer who would rouse you to his your clothe.s on a hickory limb, but don't go near the
standard, - which he hopes will be a gold stand.ard. water." Of course, another way to teach people to swim

Of course, that paragraph is not necessary because is by kicking them of] the dock. There is a sensible and
engineers don't function that way. I am merely empha- reasonable mi·ddLe-ground which is the one that nearly
sizing by contrast the solidarity I have in mind. all of the colleges operating under SOl1~eco-operative

Scientific discovery is bringing the engineer into his plan are using.
own. When that 1912 class started in 1906 {note-the And thus do we n~osey along as do farmers and fac ..
co-op course at that time was six years long, nine months tories and stores and baseball and railroads while gov'-
a year}, there were only a few engineers in industry and ernments the world around, like our pup, grab and
nearly all of these were in drafting departments and growl and toss around old shoes, so that we have to
chemical control laboratories; production and sales were keep one eye on them.
almost entirely manned by men who had come up The pup is tired. He has come close to n~y feet for a
through the ranks. The greatest difficulty encountered snooze; and so his evolution through puppyhood pro-
in starting the co-op course in 1906 was a widespread gresses according to Nature's Laws. And' so our whole
attitude on the part of industry that college trained en- lush spring progresses, too. The Laws of Nature are
gineer s were a mis fit lot, friZZy with theories and fragile (Continued on Page 39)
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A LIST OF DEAN SCHNEIDER'S WRITINGS
THE CO-OPERATIVE COURSE IN ENGINEERING AN ANALYSIS OF WORK

Fifteenth Annual ·Convention of S.P.E.E., July 3, 1907. (See Co-operative Engineer, September, 1924.
Proceedings.) TWO PROBABLE FACTORS IN CANCER

TWO YEARS OF CO-OPERATIVE EDUCATION September 4, 1924.
American Machinist, July 16, 1908. (Also Engineering Maga- LIMELIGHT, LOOT, AND THE ORATOR TRIBE
zine, September, 1908.) Co-operative Engineer, March. 1925.

FUNDA·MENTAL PRINCIPLES OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION TWENTY YEARS OF THE CO-OPERATIVE SYSTEM
April 16. 1909 .American Institute of Chemical Engineers Transactions,

THREE YEARS OF THE CO-OPERATIVE COURSES V.17:147-56.
American Machinist, September 9, 1909. Article Written for THE CINCINNATIAN, April 10, 1925.

CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEERING EDUCATION WE SHALL HAVE WITH US
Railroad Gazette, July 15, 1910. Co-operative Engineer, June, 1925

NOTES ON THE CO-OPERATIVE SYSTEM THE LIMITING FACTORS OF PRODUCTION
American Machinist, July 28, 1910. Co-operative Engineer, October, 1925.

THE NATURAL LAW OF WORK THE WHY OF SOME THINGS
American Machinist, December 7. 1911. (Abstracted in Literary Co-operative Engineer, January, 1926.
Digest, January 13. 1912.) A NEW RESEARCH LABORATORY

EDUCATION AND INDUSTRIAL PEACE Co-operative Engineer, April, 1926.
Annals o] the American Academy o] Political and Social Article Written for THE CINCINNATIAN, April, 1926.
Science, November. 1912. THE ROMANCE OF RESEARCH

SELECTING YOUNG MEN FOR PARTICULAR JOBS Sixth Annual Convention of The Ohio State Foundrymen's
American Machinist, April 10. 1913. Association, September 6, 1926.

STATEMENT BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION OBJECTIVES
63rd Congress-Journal, House of Representatives, January Co-operative Engineer, October, 1926.
26, 1914. CLEANING THE ATTIC

TRAINING FOR PUBLIC SERVICE Co-operative Engineer, January, 1927.
Engineering Record, April II. 1914. SOME POSTULATES ON ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR

THE PROBLEM OF SELECTING THE RIGHT JOB STRUCTURE AND ON ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR AB-
The National Association o] Corporation Schools, June 9, 1915. SORPTIONS AND EMISSIONS OF ENERGY

EDUCATION FOR INDUSTRIAL WORKERS Co-operative Engineer, April, 1927.
Report of New York City Committee on School Inquiry, 1915. OUR CHILD GROWS UP

SELECTING MEN FOR JOBS Co-operative Engineer, June, 1927.
The Engineering Magazine, June, 1916. THE NEXT HUNDRED YEARS

LET US HAVE ~ WHAT? Placed in the century box of the Union Central Building,
Saturday Magazine of the New York Evening Post, June 3, January, 1928.
1916. Issued April, 1935, in the Co-operative Engineer as THE RESOURCE SURVEY
"1£ the Slain Could Tell the Story." Co-operative Engineer, April, 1928.

ARE'YOU A SQUARE PEG IN A ROUND HOLE? THE IDEA OF A MUNICIPAL UNIVERSITY
American Magazine, April. 1917. Co-operative Engineer, June, 1928.

ARTHUR McQUAID STORIES CO-OPERATIVE ENGINEERING EDUCATION
Arthur McQuaid, American-Outlook, May 23, 1917. Journal of Engineering Education, June, 1931.
A Shaft of Light-Outlook~ August 22. 1917. THE FOURTH GREAT ERA
The End of a Day-Outlook, January 23, 1918. Co-operative Engineer, October, 1931.
From Every Stormy Wind That Blows-Outlook, July 10, 1918. TECHNOCRATS AND THE BOGEY-MAN
A Psychological Episode-Outlook, April 16, 1919. Co-operative Engineer, October, 1932.
Children of the Centuries-Outlook, April 23, 1919. THE NEW LUDDITES

THE MIRACLE OF THE MASS Co-operative Engineer, January, 1933.
Engineering Neurs-Record, March 14. 1918. NEW VJSTAS

BANDAR-LOG OR BEE? Co-operative Engineer, April, 1933.
Engineering News-Record, March 21, 1918. GREAT DAY FOR ENGINEER IS SEEN

WHAT IS LABOR UNREST? Cincinnati Enquirer, August 6, 1933.
Engineering News-Record, February 21, 1918. BIO-PHYSICAL ENGINEERING

TRAINING FOR THIRTY YEARS AHEAD Co-operative Engineer, October, 1933.
Forbes Magazine, May 27, 1922. DIGESTION AND DESTINY

ARE YOU DOING WHAT YOU WANT TO DO? Co-operative Engineer, January, 1934. .
American Magazine, June. 1922. AT THE END OF THE GREAT TREK

YOUR NEXT THIRTY YEARS Co-operative Engineer, October. 1934
Co-operative Engineer, September, 1922. MR. ENGINEER, "MEET AN OLD COLLEAGUE"

SAY IT WITH EASE Co-operative Engineer, January. 1935.
Co-operative Engineer, December. 1922. BACKGROUNDS OF THE CO-OPERATIVE SYSTEM

QUANTITATIVE ECONOMICS Mechanical Engineering, July, 1935.
Co-operative Engineer, March, 1923. ABREAST OF THE PAST

THE WHY OF OUR PICTURES Co-operative Engineer, October, 1935.
Co-operative Engineer, September, 1923. THIRTY YEARS OF EDUCATIONAL PIONEERING

THE NEW COURSE IN ARCHITECTURE University o] Cincinnati, 1935.
Co-operative Engineer, December. 1923. COLUMBUS WAS NOT A TOURIST

Article Written for THE CINCINNATIAN, January, 1924. Co-operative Engineer, January, 1936.
PROBLEMS IN VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE FOR ADULT SHACKLES AND SECURITY
WORKERS. . "I. . Co-operative Engineer, April, 1936.

Proc~e~~ngs N.atLonal Conference on Vocational Rehabi ttation WEIGHING IMPONDERABLES
o] CLvLhan Disabled, February, 1924. C . E' 0 b 1936E RESOURCE SURVEY o-operatiue ngineer, cto er, .

TH . . . BEFORE ADAM SMITH
Co-operative Engineer, March. 1924. C . E· J 1937

FLIVVERS BATI-ITUBS AND SOAP o-operattue nginecr, anuary, .
, . .' 4 OUR HYPERTENSIONCo-operatiue Engineer, June. 192 . .' . .

LIMITING FACTORS OF OUR ARMY IN WAR Co-operative Engineer, April, 1937.
J ne 1924 GREAT LAW AND LITTLE LAWS

CINCINNATr" UNIVERSITY'S PLAN OF INDUSTRIAL Co-operative Engineer, July, 1937.
COOPERATION GOOSE LIV~R GU~DANCE

Trained Men, July, 1924. Co-operative Engineer, October, 1937.
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VENTURES IN PROPHECY
Although Dean Schneider did not consider himself a prophet, he became widely known for his ability

to analyze conditions and to predict trends. He foresaw clearly the changing picture in education, scien-
tific research, economics and industry. On two occasions he was asked to write a formal statement
of what he believed would happen in the next hundred years. One of these prophecies, which is re-
printed below, was prepared for the corner-stone laying of the Union Central Annex Bui·lding on the
site of the old Burnet House and was read on January 7, 1928. The other, dealing with different as-
pects of the future, was written for a similar ceremony in connection ioitb the building of the Cincin-
na.ti· Union Terminal Station.

To THOSEWHO COMEAFTER- conservative, which makes for gloomy foreboding, ner-
vous apprehension, and mutual distrust.

FOLLOWING the pattern of Mr. George Colin Davies' We of this generation give more attention to Europe
paper, written October 11, 1848, I shall attempt "a than to Asia. But Asia will loom increasingly in the

brief resume of the present and some speculations for next one hundred years. Just now Japan's political
the future." under-currents are the same as those in Europe, China

Internationally, the thought of the world runs today is in the birth throes of its renaissance, India stirs in an
in undercurrents of fear and uncertainty as a result of enervated impotence, and the smaller countries talk big
the war of 1914-1918. Europe is debt-ridden and lacks talk, ideas drawn from the western material progress
a sense of definite political trend, the range of govern- and from the Russian ferment clash in the alembic of
mental thought extending from Communism ("the die- age-old eastern traditions. This all means that the giant
tatorship of the proletariat") in Russia under Stalin, to Asia is awake, muddy-minded, and likely to move er-
Fascism ("the dictatorship of Conservatism") in Italy ratically.
under Mussolini. Every maj or European country has By contrast, the United States is politically quiet and
within it this same gamut of forces, from radical to materially prosperous. This is a presidential year, but,
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aside from the question of liquor prohibition, the public use again of substances selectively absorbed by the or-
gives politics little thought, being more interested in gans to be examined.
the remarkable and attractive Lindbergh (who is doing (c) Surgical operations, except in case of inj uries,
more to promote international good will than any other will be rare, as a result of scientific knowledge of dis-
person or agency), the automobile' competition (F'ord sociation of matter, specific absorption, and the killing
has just put a new line of cars on the market and his of bacteria. Cases are now on record in which hypnosis
competitors are trying to meet it), radio (the audible has been used instead of anesthetics. There is good rea-
radio; the visible radio is not yet perfected), sports, son to assume that this method will become common,
psychology, flying, business, murder trials, the mal- though there is equally good reason to assume that non-
administration of justice, the moral aspects of women's injurious and physically stimulating anesthetics will be
clothes, the newest scientific discoveries, and the many devised.
fads and isms in diet, philosophy, religion, art and edu- (d) The science of psychology is today about where
cation. Fortunately we take our serious problems with chemistry was when it was called "alchemy." Naturally,
a certain lightness. Thus, while Europe is struggling it offers a fertile field for the charlatan, as alchemy did.
gloolnily with the problem of greater man-power pro- But it will become one of the two great sciences; the
duction and adequate division of profits, we have ai- other being the science of matter - what we now fool-
ready developed a reasonably efficient and fair economic ishly divide into the separate fields of physics, chemistry,
mechanism by direct attack, scientific inquiry, good mathematics, biology, geology, astronomy, and so on.
humor, and a spirit of give and take. And despite the However, these two major sciences of the future (the
general opinion that we are drifting away from "the science of mind and the science of matter) will be as
old moral standards" (in every age the same thing is closely related as mathematics and physics are today,
said), I think there is today less cant and more search- and they will be the consciously fundamental and gov-
ing for real values than there was a generation ago. erning factors in nearly all human affairs. In the more

I approach the matter of prophecy gingerly, prin- distant future they will coalesce into one science.
cipally because of the rapid strides being made in sci- When some Newton has written a Principia of Psy-
entific research, But I venture to predict some develop- chology, the great powers latent in our subconscious
ments in three maj or phases of civilization's progress:- minds will gradually be released. Once I saw a man

• 0 "0. in a panic of fear jump over a board fence about seven
I-At the present ume scientific research has brought f hi h . h hO. H d· f
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ing of bacteria at critical electromagnetIc wave lengths f d I h OIlbId fIE0.. uture eve opment, muc WI e earne rom t .ie i ast.
are accomplished. The nature of graVItatIon IS not . 0 • - •

k b . h kid . h d· h b (e) Transportation today IS by rai l, steamship, auto-nown, ut WIt now e ge now In an It oug t to eo. .
k . hi d d Th . .. f mobile, and, to a small degree, by airplane, The airnown WIt In two eca es. e activation 0 com- . . .

. . . mall has become a matter of our common dally experI-
pounds by the application of electromagnetic waves of b' d f . h I' . 1 f

. I h . hli h d ence, ut air passenger an relg t Tmes are In t ie . u-appropriate engt IS esta IS e . . .
ture, except to a sl ight extent In Europe.

Without dealing further the state of scientific knowl- As indicated, the nature of gravitation should he
edge today, it is safe to forecast that (a) Diseases due known in the next decade or two. When it is, the basic
to bacteria will be cured as soon as they develop by scientific know ledge necessary to tackle the problem of
killing the bacteria with electromagnetic waves of defi- a new type of airship not depending on air-pressure will
nite lengths, the waves being developed where the bac- be available. In time, a simple safe compact machine
teria have their lodgment, probably by what we now call will be developed. People will be able to go long dis-
secondary radiation; that is, by introducing a high tances quickly. In addition, they will not need to go
atomatic non-toxic substance, which fluoresces at the so often, for the selective visual and audible communi-
critical wave, and which is selectively absorbed by the cation systems will make physical presence unnecessary
bacteria, and then hitting the substance with X-rays. for meetings. The result should be decentralization
This can now be done in test tubes. In many cases the rather than centralization of population.
specific absorption alone will kill the bacteria. (f) It has been shown that foods can be activated. I

(b) Diagnosis of disease will be immediate and sure, have seen enzymes so activated by ultra violet light,
largely through spectroscopic analysis of the blood and that a smaller quantity than normal made a larger loaf
other body fluids. An additional method will lie in of bread. This will offer a solution of the food problem
the extension of the present X-ray method, through, the (Continued on Page 40)
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THIRTY YEARS OF EIJUCATIoNAL PIONEERING
Ever since 1906, when the cooperative system which Dean Schneider originated was put into opera-

tion at the University of Cincinnati, the record of successive developments in the application of the
cooperative plan has been a familiar part of educational history. Locally, the cooperative idea has
proved successful not only in training for all branches of engineering but for business administration
and the applied arts. Its adaptability to graduate training for scientific research in industry has also
been demonstrated. Many are familiar with the adoption of the cooperative plan in some form by col-
leges of medicine, theology and liberal arts as well as more than twenty engineering colleges in the
United States and foreign countries. What is less generally understood is that the cooperative idea as
conceived by Dean Schneider is not so much an administrative plan or technique as a fundamental phil-
osophy of education and life and work. The following extracts from "Thirty Years of Educational Pio-
neering" give some high-lights of the Dean's philosophy.

In the photograph above, which dates from 1904, Dean Schneider is shown as a young Assistant Professor
of Civil Engineering, soon after his arrival at the University of Cincinnati. To his right are Professors
Thomas Evans, Christian W. Marx and Horace T. Eddy, the other members of the Engineering Faculty.

MANKIND'S activities subdivide themselves naturally in science; and
into five major parts: (a) The Economic Di- (e) The Education Division, in which we search for

vision, in which we meet our material needs of food, all Truth, conserve it, teach it, and train men and women
clothing, and shelter, together with a host of accessories to use it.
such as one finds in the succession of stores and shops Of these five divisions of man's activities, the Eco-
that make our business streets. To these should be added nomic, which has to do with the supply and distribution
the transportation and power facilities which conserve of energy and material things, is here chiefly under con-
time, supply light, and multiply available energy; sideration. In a broad sense this Division is repre-

(b) The Human Adjustments Division, in which wOeset sented by engineering and commerce. But it involves
up mechanisms to get along together in our political ar- also applied arts and scientific research.
rangements of nation, state, county, and town. These In planning our work thirty years ago, we did not cir-
mechanisms include legislatures, courts, boards of man- cumscribe our concepts to the production phase of the
agement, city councils, and all of the secondary depart- Economic Division; rather we envisaged this complete
ments established for public service; set of units to be integrated at some future day into an

(c) The Mental and Physical Health Division, which Economic Division. Wisdom dictated and financial re-
covers broadly the practice of medicine; strictions required that the larger plan be a gradual evo-

(d) The Aspirations Division, in which are released lution, with its logical beginning in the Engineering
man's gropings toward the things of the spirit as they College.
manifest themselves in religion, art, music, literature, Until 1904, the civil, electrical, mechanical, and chem-
the ethical philosophies, and (to my way of thinking) ical engineering chairs of the University were in the Col-
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lege of Liberal Arts. In that year a separate College of forces lies in books; of others not. But they all weave
Engineering was formed. This was reorganized in 1906 into the successful doing of our tasks. And no matter
under the cooperative system. what field of endeavor we train men for, the weaving

should begin with the simpler elements of both and
Theory of the Cooperative System should be intimate and progressive.

The theory of the cooperative system is very simple. So the major idea underlying the cooperative system
Engineers, like doctors and lawyers, are trained for is that of balanced training to ensure the highest attain-
practice. Judgment based upon experience must supple- ment through the skilled use of all of the factors in-
ment theory. The four-year plan of training engineers vo~ved, - theory, men, materials, methods and mech-
evolved in liberal arts colleges and was merely a con- amsms.
venient extension, in form, of the liberal arts system. There are many beneficial by-products of the system.
Having graduated, the engineer, like the doctor, could It conserves time. By reason of the alternation of
not practice. He had a fair amount· of principles but theoretical work and practical work, the student can
lacked sadly in knowledge of the other elements of his carry a heavier load of studies per period than would
profession, - men, materials, methods and mechanisms. be possible if he attended school full time. At gradua-
Hence an apprentice system came into being, covering tion from the five-year cooperative course our student
a period of two or three years. Principles and practice has more theoretical work than a student does in the
were driven tandem instead of abreast. Prospective en- four-year full-time courses.
gineering- practitioners were withdrawn from active life. Further, the cooperative student's practical training
They had no tests of their abilities in their chosen fields has covered a broader field and his theory has been given
until the major part of their preparation was completed. many hitching posts in his mind. His groundwork is
In civil engineering, for example, more than half the more amply and more thoroughly established.
men trained for that profession quit it within a few T'he plan is economical. In the cooperative system,
years. (In the cooperative system less than ten per cent only one-half the students are in college at one time;
do.) hence only one-half the normal teaching space is re-

Withdrawing from life into monasteries met a need quired for the total student enrollment. For example,
during the turbulent centuries in which life at large off- our registration is 1647; our buildings therefore need
ered little to the intellect; but today life at large cries accommodate about half this number. There is further
out for intelligence trained in theory and in practice, an additional saving in equipment for the engineering
prepared to adjust theory with the proper factors of laboratories, since these laboratories devote their time
safety to practical problems without number. to distinctly scientific experiments and not to practical

The ideal state presupposes ideal men. But mankind demonstrations; the latter become a part of the outside
is cantankerous and life develops into a series of com- industrial work under real conditions.
promises. The best state possible comes from the wisest The money earned on practical work enables many
adjustment of perfect theory to imperfect man. This young men of brains and backbone but without funds,
adjustment in practical life needs experts who know per- to go to college, - which is as it should be, especially
fect theory and imperfect man plus the mechanisms he in a democracy.
uses in production and government. The theory can A student's fitness for his chosen profession is much
best he learned in school; an understanding of man and more easil y judged under the cooperative system than
his mechanisms can he learned only where' they operate. under the regular system. His experience in actual
A man trained through to a Ph.D. in the social sciences engineering work and his contacts with other students
without the realism of practical contacts, would have a in many different phases of training, give him a real
bitter experience, for example, in organizing and operat- picture of what engineering is, rather than one drawn
ing a relief station for the unemployed. So would the from popular magazines and movies, with the subse-
unemployed. The management of men, as of materials, quent disillusionment when the hard grind is faced.
needs a knowledge that cannot be told. Training in pre- A trained critical mentality is desirable; but if it lacks
cept only, leaves us all children in the work-a-day world; hard contact with life, it frequently runs wild, errs in
we learn to walk among men by stumbling and getting its conclusions, and sometimes becomes maudlin. Train-
bumped rather than by lectures on the force of gravity. ing in the constructive faculty gives it steadiness. Life
And conversely, just to learn to walk by being bumped becomes a search for the workable mean; a critical plus
does not teach a man the skilled handling of the force a constructive quest for the best answer attains the
of gravity. highest possible good. The cooperative system gives co-

All of this means that there is a philosophy of ap- ordinated training and experience in both. For example,
proaching the ideal which takes into account the forces our discussions in the field of Labor Economics are held
lying between us and our purposes and which must be in the fifth year, prior to which time our students have
met and turned to our uses. Knowledge of some of these been laborers, mechanics, and minor executives. A back-
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ground of experience such as this adds immeasurably to thing. The ancient Greek vases one sees in museums
the reality and the value of the discussions, and to the were things of household necessity. One of the fine ex-
critical judgments of the students on the theories pre- amples of Greek art in this country is a baby's nursing
sented. Similarly in mechanical engineering, students bottle, which is in the collection at Yale University. The
who have worked on the various machine tools such as Greeks had no equivalent for our phrase "Art for art's
the lathe, milling machine, drill press, grinder, and so sake." They would have stared in amazement at any
on, do not need to study a voluminous textbook to tell one using it. "Clothes for clothes' sake" would have
them what these machines can do and what their many been just as intelligible to them. They used art; and
parts are. Hence when the theories of machine design are we are returning to this ingenuous idea. Compare the
approached in the third year, no long descriptive courses old model T Fords with our present cars, or the wooden
are necessary. This conserves much curriculum time. refrigerators of a decade ago with our recent ones. A
In addition, the student engineer understands the intro- few years back, it was considered good rugged American
duction of the proper factors of safety necessary when individualism to be hard-boiled about art, but not so now.
theory must be expressed through materials and men. Bridges are being made beautiful (lines of stress are al-

Under the cooperative system, teaching the theory only ways beautiful) and houses and furniture and street
(plus certain cultural courses) is the function of the lights and containers for food and book jackets and
school; teaching the practice of engineering is the func- fountain pens and even machinery. The old definition,
tion of industry. Practice can be learned only where "Architecture is the ornamentation of construction; it is
the thing is practiced. not the construction of ornamentation," can he, and

Finally, there is a by-product of the cooperative sys- should be, extended to everything we make and use. The
tern which defies phrasing. To sense it, one must live modern trend goes further; it includes the idea of beauty
with the system in operation. It is a quality that comes as basic to the structure itself.
from being required to face the day's work squarely and So nowadays when the engineer has decided upon what
successfully. It comprises the development of a silent should be made and how to make it, the next problem
strength of will combined with honest judgment rather confronting him, hef are he starts production, is that of
than captious criticism. A freshman in a large organiza- artistic quality. And it should be recalled that, until
tion or on the building of a bridge learns quickly how modern times, the engineer and the architect were one.
little he knows. He gets the value of clear-cut knowledge Hence our reason for including a School of Applied
as against fluid generalizations. His perspectives begin Arts as a unit in the College of Engineering and Com-
to lose their distortions. He finds a new basis for the merce. .
value of money in work done. But above all, he real- H t f h I f I· d t h . edere 0 ore sc 00 8 0 app Ie ar 8 ave orgamz
izes that in engineering you don't evade the thorough th e - I th b · f hi t - I d I terr currrcu a on e asis a IS orica eve opmen , -
doing of things, - you can't "just get by;" you don't f E t t G t R d ith emrom gyp, 0 reece, 0 orne, an 80 on, - WI -
try to slide around a disagreeable but necessary task, - hasi th d' ti f t d f rms in eachp asis on e repro uc Ion 0 accep e 0
you fool only yourself. The cooperative system teaches hit tIt I.. arc I ec ura s y e.
an engIneer to do hIS best naturally and as 'a matter of

Al it t h hi th t 't t . k b · 1 This seemed to us to be erroneous. Greek art was notcourse. so 1 eac es im a you can rIC asic aws. e

good because it was Greek. It was good because It fol-
e e lowed sound principles. The Greeks were great because

Art and Engineering they did not follow the past slavishly. They used their

It' th . 'f ti t ld teri 1 d th innate sense of principles, their available materials, theIS e engIneer s unc Ion 0 we rna erra s an e
f f t · t bl the Thi h f forms of their flora and fauna, and combined these toorces 0 na ure In 0 usa e Ings. Ings ave orm.
Th b b tif I th b I It ia i t meet their requirements, their climate, and their modeey can e eau 1 u or ey can e ug y" IS ]us as " . _ e

h t k th b tif 1 t k th 1 of Iife. The OrIentals had Just as fine a sense of prIn-c eap 0 rna e em eau 1 u as 0 rna e em ug y, - .
ft h A d it · db" ciples in form, balance, rhythm and color, but Ino en c eaper. n I IS goo usmess. .
. D· tion's rii · d it h ith h a different environment their art became distinctivelyurlng a na Ion s pIoneerIng ays, I as nei er muc

ti h f t A . d f ttl t · their own. So, too, with the Gothic builders.ime nor lllUC use or ar. perlO 0 se emen IS

necessary for its development. There is evidence of this It is a curious and significant fact that while the laws
in the fact that until very recent years, only our eastern of Nature are fixed, they exact constant change. The
seaboard gave thought to the form of its architecture, laws are always the same; Nature, by their action, is
its gardens and its home furnishings and utensils. never the same. It is further significant that a thorough

'The idea of applying art to the things we use in our knowledge of the fixed laws coupled with their accurate
daily doings, is not new. On the contrary, it is very old. use, opens wide the door of possibilities for creative
The Chinese and the East Indians had it long before the effort and new forms. The engineer, for example, is pro-
time of Confucius and Buddha. So, too, did the Greeks gressing at great speed because he knows his laws and
have it, and the Romans and the Renaissance minds and uses them with rigorous honesty.
the Japanese. They just naturally applied art to every- On the other hand, a servile adherence to traditional
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methods and modes allows creative opportunity only in cial needs of this large group and to round out our pro-
slight shifts of a few orthodox forms. If the Greeks had gram, a business administration course was formulated
had available to their purposes cement, steel, the stain- and was begun in September, 1934.
less alloys, composites, heating systems, electricity, con- In these two courses the same philosophy of the co-
trolled power, refrigeration, together with our knowl- operative system holds; the University teaches the theory,
edge of the laws of physics and chemistry, their art the practice is obtained where commerce is actual Iy
would have been vastly changed; but it would have been practiced, and the two are coordinated.
just as subtle. If they had had mass production, in- It is worth noting that in the field of production based
stinctively they would have added art to it. on engineering, the control is logically coming more and

There are basic principles in art just as there are basic more under the direction of trained engineers but in
laws in engineering. The laws which govern engineer- "general business" trained economists are rarely in con.
ing practice are the bedrock upon which an engineering troI. One can only guess why. However it would seem
curricul um must be built. So in art, a training scheme reasonable to infer that this curious situation is trace-
must be established on principles. able to the economists' training. Most of them are

E. · d D· ·b · graduates of liberal arts colleges in which the profes-
ngtneertng an istri utioti . I .. l· d C·· l· dsiona motrve IS purpose y omitted, rrnca J U gment

The final act in the Economic Division is the distribu- is trained, but skill in professional procedures is not.
tion of the things made. This brings upon the stage of There are no apprentice periods before or after gradua-
life the whole mechanism for the exchange of commod- tion as there are in medicine, law, and engineering; and
ities, and the study of the laws governing its structure the reasons heretofore stated for the training of those
and use. who are to control any combination of natural laws, men,

Commerce was added to our curriculum in 1919, and materials, and methods, would hold in the total prepara-
the name of the school became the College of Engineer- tion of the "business man" and also of executives in the
ing and Commerce. The course was called commercial practical field of political and social science.
engineering. This title was new in educational work •. ..
and came about in this manner. The Function. o] Scientijic Research

On our visits to industries in connection with the It is obvious that engineering is increasingly depend-
practical training of our students, we found that a num- ent upon abstract research in mathematics, physics,
bel' of our engineering graduates were being drawn into chemistry, and biology. Thus, the abstract researches of
the "business" or commercial departments of the 01'- Faraday were the beginning of the dynamo and motor.
ganizations. Upon inquiry as to why graduates from The studies of James Clerk Maxwell, followed by Hertz's
colleges of commerce had not been selected instead, we laboratory investigations, made possible Marconi's de-
learned that in manufacturing it was necessary to have velopment of radio. The products of every chemical
men in the business departments who understood pro- factory depend upon thousands of scientists in abstract
duction, the two being very closely interwoven. It was research who, by the slow accretion of their results, have
further stated that it was much easier for men trained given us the science of chemistry. Newton and Galileo
in science and engineering to obtain the business knowl- speak in every great bridge and in every mechanism of
edge than for graduates from colleges of commerce or production.
from departments of economics in liberal arts colleges Since the prime mover in the Economic Division of
to obtain a good grasp of production and the science man's activities is abstract scientific research, a Basic
underlying it. After many consultations and much Ina- Science Research Laboratory was from the first deemed
ture deliberation, we decided upon a course which an essential part of our whole concept, a laboratory
would be about evenly balanced in science and its appli- which would combine and correlate all of the basic sci-
cations, and in basic economic theories. ences, - mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, and

In addition to their theoretical work in science and their hybrid offspring, such as biophysics, biochemistry,
economics, the graduates in commercial engineering ac- and physical chemistry. Too often these sciences find
quire in the five-year cooperative course, practical train- themselves in a sequence of monkish cells with no pass-
ing in production and commerce. They are fitted par- ages between and no flooding light from all out-of-doors.
ticularly for the engineering industries. In our opinion, they are one insofar as their atomic

But there are business concerns in which a deeper and interactions are involved. A further concept was that
broader knowledge of economics and its collateral mathematical-physical laws govern all matter and that
branches is necessary and in which the applied natural therefore they apply in biological processes.
sciences have only an indirect bearing, - banks, brok- Our Basic Science Research Laboratory was born late
erage houses, department stores, and many industries and precariously at the beginning of the academic year,
where processes are more in the nature of assembling 1924-1925, in utter poverty and without scientific instru-
than of basic production. So, in order to -meet the spe- (Continued on Page 38)
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HERMAN SCHNEIDER, EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT
w. K. Schultz, Ch.E. '42

"I DO not believe that elimination by examinations dur- reply, "It is being done, and being done very satisfac-
ing the regular college course leaves a residue of the torily." That was his reply in those early days of co-

best material obtainable for engineering. Any plan, operative education, when his dreams were beginning
therefore, looking to improved conditions must select to materialize and his long battle was progressing fav-
young men, mentally and physically sound, tempera- orably. He never lost faith in the ideal for which he
mentally adapted to engineering and serious in purpose. was working, because, as a true engineer, he knew that
Opportunities should be provided for those men who he was on the right road. Through his simple philoso-
p-Ossessthese natural qualities, but whose financial con- phy, he knew that, while a man may advance or back-
dition is such as to make a college course an impossi- slide, he can never remain stationary, - therefore, ad-
bility." vancement was constantly his watchword.

This excerpt, from an address presented in 1905 by The Dean's exceptionally clear concept of labor prob-
the future Dean Schneider, shows a clear realization lems concerning employer and employee made his advice
that the real engineers are produced from young men on industrial education highly regarded in the business
endowed with natural qualities and not from those who world. Acting as the consulting director in the organi-
are falsely educated for their profession. zation and operation of industrial training projects, he

Professor Schneider found the solution in the co- presented many new ideas and methods of education.
operation of various industries with the Engineering It was his idea that a general manager should act the
College of the University of Cincinnati. By his plan role of at least a hundred men; in other words, the ideas
the employers were to select young men who seemed to and objectives of a general manager should be so well
have some degree of engineering ability, send them to understood by his foremen that the shop workers could
school half a year and allow them to work the other half. attack industrial problems as one well coordinated ma-
Specially arranged courses would train these men for a chine. Using this analysis, the Dean based his recom-
period of from five to six years, at the end of which time mendations for the training course which was adopted
they would receive a technical degree in their course. by the Goodyear Company. Time has proved that the
This cooperative plan of education has become the most plan was correctly formulated, for it has been highly
famous of Dean Schneider's educational accomplish- successful.
ments. Although the success of this endeavor is widely In both the industrial and the professional world,
known, many do not know that Dean Schneider was very Dean Schneider was relied upon as the man who could
active in the field of education outside the University of always give wise and practical advice regarding widely
Cincinnati. different subj ects, not because of his training in the

Dean Schneider took a special interest in the field of particular field, but because he was a clear and logical
industrial education. In 1911 the New York City Board thinker. His analyses of transportation, resources, and
of Estimates and Apportionments called upon him to labor conditions have proved invaluable in fundamental
undertake a study of the opportunities for industrial problems of industry.
education of boys and girls, and, as a result, he began Where the science of life was concerned, Dean Schnei-
a reformation of the school system then existing. In der was a man of very broad comprehension. He en-
the case of the New York study, he proposed two systems visioned a very close tie-up between the fields which con-
of education: the cooperative, as it now exists at the tribute to the advance of civilization. As director of
University of Cincinnati, and the continuation system, the Institute of Scientific Research of his own university,
which was prevalent in Germany at the time. In the he organized, in 1925, the Basic Science Research Lab-
latter system, the employer sends his young employees to oratory, whose function is one of pure research. Dean
school for one or two days of each week, and the board Schneider assisted with the first major project of the
of education attempts to provide the most suitable sub- laboratory, an investigation of the possibilities of ap-
ject matter available to parallel the work of the part- plying the Quantum Theory to Biology, which was the
time student. The initial program which was outlined subj ect of a report published in 1926.
has been followed up, enlarged and modified somewhat About six years ago, the business men of the Commer-
since its beginning in 1912. Today it is a seasoned cial Club of Cincinnati proposed a program of study
and important phase of New York's educational system. that would lead to improved industrial conditions in

To critics of his recommendations, and especially to Cincinnati. The Dean recommended that a comprehen-
those who argued that "it is a nice idea to think about, sive survey of the natural resources of the Cincinnati
but impossible to operate," Dean Schneider had but one (Continued on Page 38)
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DEAN SCHNEIDER'S WAR SERVICE
Monroe Duke, M.E. '42

THE entrance of the United States into the World War required a tremendous expenditure of energy. In this
found the nation totally unprepared for immediate Department he had to deal with labor problems which

active engagement in such a conflict. A 'huge country arose from handling contracts approximating $2,000,-
with an unlimited supply of natural resources, raw ma- 000,000 in connection with the procurement of material
terials, and man power, was momentarily helpless and for the Army. The need for his efforts here was so
inefficient as a militaristic state. This nation that had urgent that he worked day and night and, as a -result,
never before needed to develop machine-like precision his health was impaired for a number of years afterward.
in performance, and close coordination between indus- The guiding principle which Dean Schneider fol-
try, transportation, and public services, now saw clearly lowed in directing the work of the Industrial Service
that harmony, efficiency, and a self-contained economy Section was seen in the adoption of policies and methods
were absolutely essential to military success. With that would properly start and continue production. Dean
frenzied haste war preparedness -was begun, but it was Schneider realized the nation's needs and his Industrial
not by haste that we were to reach a war footing, for in Service Section made great strides in caring for them.
such a course lurked dangers that might have proved This purpose is evidenced by an excerpt from a personal
disastrous. letter of advice sent to Professor Francis Bird, head of

As a direct result of early errors caused by this haste the University of Cincinnati Commerce Department, who
after entering the war in 1917, the Army Ordnance De- at the time was a Lieutenant in the Ordnance Department
partment realized the necessity of having a more closely and one of the Dean's aides.' The Dean wrote:-
coordinated industrial system. The Ordnance Staff felt I hi k I'd II h ductit In nee not te you t at pro uctron, not
that ~ome department. of Government should be created social experimenting at the expense of production,
to brIng together _varIOUS elements necessary for large- must be your single motive. There will be a tend-
scale production and to develop a fundamental labor ency to do social experimenting. Social betterments
procedure upon which to erect a more elaborate struc- of many kinds are needed there to help production.
ture. The needed machinery for handling the current But what I have in mind to warn you against is let-
1 b bi f h 0 d D ting anyone or any group forget production ina or pro. ems 0 t e r nance epartment was pro- h . husi b . he j d . 1 ·11 .. .... . . t eir ent usiasm to rIng t e In ustrra rm enmum
vided by the Industr ial Service Section, a dIVISIon de- through untried and very radical cure-al ls,
signed to function in close accord with other sections
of the Ordnance Department. Many people have remarked that this advice of the

Because of Dean Schneider's extensive experience in Dean's is still applicable today, more than twenty years
large-scale organization and in labor mediation, he was after the war.
offered the leadership of this important bureau. After Assistant Dean Burns, then a Captain in the Ordnance
careful consideration, he accepted the offer, and in the Department, recalls that Dean Schneider was continu-
latter part of September, 1917, he directed the forma- ally stressing the need for proper combination of under-
tion of this Industrial Service Section. The huge task, lying factors of production. He was constantly pointing
which he had undertaken on short notice, involved enor- out that the Ordnance program depended for its success
mous responsibilities. upon planning to secure proper correlation and func-

The commission of the bureau was to handle for the tioning of raw material, equipment, power, labor, and
Ordnance Department all labor and employment matters transportation facilities.
or questions relating to production in arsenals and pri- The validity of his arguments was borne out by a
vate manufacturing plants. Its functions included the startling prediction that he made late in 1917. He fore-
investigation and adjustment of labor troubles, recruit- told that the nation's transportation facilities would break
ment and training of employees, establishment and main- down and industry would thus be brought to its knees
tenance of working condition standards, wages, housing within three months. The prophecy was looked upon
conditions and hours of work. Labor problems were with doubt by his superiors, who could see no logical
handled outside the Ordnance Department through prop- basis for such a contention. Nevertheless, Dean Schnei-
erly authorized agencies. This section was subdivided der's prophecy came true in January, 1918, (within a
into six branches-the Mediation Branch, the Employ- week of the date he had named for the breakdown) in
ment-Management Branch, the Housing Branch, the the form of an acute coal shortage which was felt
Safety and Sanitation Branch, the Community Organi- throughout the nation. Actually, this trouble .was not
zation Branch, and the Women's Branch. All of these, .caused by _any actual shortage of coal, but by the lim-
which were under the supervision of Dean Schneider, ited number of railroad cars that were available to move
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coal out of the yards. The cars had been released, but at one time. The courses in all of the schools were to
they were transporting materials other than coal. This be of eight weeks' duration. Dean Schneider was par-
awkward situation occurred because the railroads had ticularly fitted to direct this training because of the
never been told what to ship or what not to ship during practical experience he had had in conducting his own
certain periods. In the early stages of the war muni- cooperative courses over a period of ten years.
tions had to be moved to the seaboard and factories had The institutions and schools selected by this Commit-
to have great quantities of war materials. The railroads tee included engineering colleges, universities, and me.
were busy carrying out these seemingly more urgent chanics institutes, while in one city the public school
orders, but they were unaware of the impending down- system was used. The number of different courses given
fall. This caused a concentration of war orders in eer- at an institution depended on various conditions-
tain localities that resulted in "bottle-neck" traffic con- number of students, character of equipment, school 10-
ditions which further complicated the movement of cation and the like. Some of the schools specialized in
traffic. Out of this transportation chaos came the crip- a single type of training; for example, the University of
pIing coal shortage which caused plants to close allover Virginia concentrated on training motor truck drivers.
the country. Then followed the period that was known At some schools, cooperation with the local industries
as "heatless days," during which time the University of was arranged; - instruction in rubber vulcanizing was
Cincinnati was closed for four days. given at a large plant in Akron, Ohio. (Another re-

Dean Schneider's analysis of the inadequacy of trans- flection of the Cooperative system.) The schools, as a
portation facilities and his prediction of this breakdown rule, contracted for the housing, feeding and instruction
within a specified time was almost uncanny. Many have of the men, but in some cases the housing and feeding
said that he possessed one of the keenest analytical brains were done by other groups. The mere arrangement for
in the nation. His ability to classify and to separate the accommodation of these men was quite a task. All sorts
relevant from the irrelevant was probably directly re- of expedients were used in places where building space
sponsible for the astonishing accuracy of his prediction. was lacking. Armories were converted for this purpose
Needless to say, he was looked upon with something and in several cases fair grounds were used. To facili-
closely resembling awe by other Government officials tate this work the country was divided into ten districts,
during the remainder of his stay in Washington. the technical instruction of the institutions in each be-

In spite of the responsibilities and trying circum- ing under the immediate supervision of a district director.
stances that the Dean endured while engaged in the work The War Department's Committee on Education and
with the Industrial Service Section, Dr. Bird, in his Special Training was highly regarded by educators
many dealings with him, cannot recall ever having seen throughout the country. They saw a possible future use
him lose his temper. This even temper was never so for it after the war had ended. Then it would be easy
much in evidence as during the times when he was in for them, with war-revised points of view, to insert
charge of the mediation of labor troubles. In such cases highly specialized intensive work of a practical nature
he always showed a rare conciliatory ability that com- into the curriculum of high schools and possibly in the
manded the respect of both parties in dispute. final year of grade school. It would mean much to boys

In February, 1918, he was chosen to represent engi- and girls who hitherto had found it necessary to leave
neering schools as a member of the advisory committee school at the age of fifteen or sixteen without receiving
for the Committee on Education and Special Training. special training of this kind. These educators were not
He accepted the position, and his service with the In- wrong in their visioning for today practical shop courses
dustrial Service Section was thus brought to a close. in the nation's high schools have accomplished just the

This Committee, appointed by the Secretary of War ~ing for which they had hoped. This accomplishment
in February, 1918, was charged with the responsibility IS one of the very few benefits that came out of the war.
of training 90,000 men of the National Army for tech- Dean Schneider was not transferred again during the
nical and skilled work of various kinds. The army was remainder of the war. At its close he returned to the
in need of motor truck drivers, airplane mechanics, car- University of Cincinnati to resume his duties as Dean
penters, and blacksmiths. The selective draft methods of the Engineering College. He had accomplished much
had proved inadequate to supply this demand, and the during his Government service, both with the Industrial
Committee was formed to arrange for intensive training. Service Section and with the Committee on Education

Educational plants equipped for handling large num- and Special Training. His efforts in these two groups
bers of students were decided upon as the obvious ma- were an important factor in bringing about the smooth
chinery most adaptable for this work. So rapidly did efficiency with which this country's industries functioned
the Committee proceed that within three months twenty- during the closing months of the war. The record of
five schools were under contract to take care of the his outstanding work during this period stands as a
desired number of men. The number of schools was fitting tribute to the engineering genius that he showed
finally increased, until 30,000 men could be instructed so often during his life.
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A SHAFT OF LIGHT
In 1917, "The Outlook" published a series of stories by Dean Schneider under the general title of

"Arthur McQuaid, American." These character studies dealt with an actual person, a shoemaker in
a Pennsylvania mining town, whose controlling passions were the destiny of the United States and a
personal God to whom he could talk about every-day affairs. He had a firm belief, too, in the dignity of
honest labor, and as he would have said, he "sairved the Lord as cobbler." He phrased hi:s thoughts in
archaic form as a result of reading the Bible and Matthew Henry's commentaries while he worked.
Dean Schneider's Arthur McQuaid stories gained him a national reputation as a writer of fiction and
several of them, including "A Shaft of Light," were placed on the Honor Roll in Edward J. O'Brien's
list of the best American short stories in 1917.

THE Faculty session dragged. Then the stickler for lution, as they were unrolled before him by an acknowl-
distinctions proposed that we use the words "Bach- edged authority, made the world a thing that just grew.

elor Degree," instead of "Bachelor's Degree," in oar Living lacked co-ordination, fore-ordination, even ordi-
Announcement of Courses; and forthwith a stately dis- nation, and was more like Eliza crossing the ice than a
cussion moved through the late afternoon hours. The pilgrim's progress.
procession of words lost itself finally, like the twilight, His faith in women was torn out by the roots. The
in a gray fog. When we emerged after the meeting into wound was too deep to heal, but he hid the pain. Some
night and reality, my mind was racing vividly over the older students managed this at a long Sunday night
education of one Henry Manson. sitting.

A product of the old and the new South, Manson came When he went home at the end of the first school year,
North to college rich in a mental and physical heritage his raiment revealed the fact that personal attractive-
but poor in money. Any good woman's heart would ness was his ever-present consideration. The girl across
have warmed toward Manson's mother because of the the street caught the significance of this in an instant;
son she had made. Unconsciously he proclaimed her she stifled the spontaneous "Oh, Hen-ner-ree!" of for-
handiwork. When he entered the registrar's office, neat, mer days and murmured politely, "How do you do,
grave, courteous" trustful, and upstanding, his whole Henry?"
bearing conveyed his mother's anxious message to whom Henry, checking an up-and-down glance, said, "How
it might concern: "This is my son. As you see him, so do .you do, Marjorie?" and looked at the sky while he
he is. Every boy can fib with his tongue, but this one stammered, "It's a - - nice day, isn't it?"
cannot with his eyes. He has a deep faith in God, But his mother noticed only the novelty of a pipe,
which is good. He has an equally deep faith in women and frankly approved. It was good to have the smell
- but what else could I do? He is too serious for his of smoke in the house again.
years; there was poverty because of the war, and after The cloister of Henry's mind was stripped of the rem-
his father died we counted the pennies together. He is nant of his mother's broidery by a summer spent as
utterly innocent of the obvious fact that he is attractive. timekeeper in a railway construction camp, and in the
I have tried not to smother him with mothering, nor yet fall he fared back to college cherishing some new swear-
to have him become what his father would have celled words and countenancing a strictly monetary view of
'smart Aleck' for lack of it. He is not a goody-goody; human labor; for his own hands did no digging and his
there is a deal of fight in him. But from this time on own back no lifting. Another year of classroom pound-
his training is a man's work. I must now stay alone in ing and of chapel exercises, the latter utilized for a
the background and watch for his letters and pray to glance at studies neglected the night before, left im-
God and dream the dreams that drift around a mother's presses that on his second visit home made his mother's
craving hope." heart long for a plain talk; but somehow it never could

The making of Manson proceeded according to estab- be started. Marjorie's greeting that year was simply,
lished methods. His boyhood beliefs were tramped flat "You're looking well," and Henry's reply, "You're look-
like toys by the marshaled laws of science. The f oun- ing well."
dations of his religion were shattered to dust by the Then came another summer as timekeeper on the con-
methodical thundering of accurately fired scientific prin- struction of a Government dam; the Congressman of his
ciples. The God of his mother's teachings was in full district arranged it. The river was not navigable, and
retreat, and only found sanctuary for a scant fifteen never would be; everybody in the neighborhood knew
minutes every morning in the chapel exercises. Even it and joked about it and told the Congressman what
the chaplain conducted his office more like a paid cus- a smart man he was.
todian than a passionate defender. The theories of evo- His mother cried a little when he left for his third
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year at college, and Marj orie, gathering fruit for jelly over eyes that said more than the tight mouth below the
under the trees in the side yard, inquired, "Leaving, stubby nose. Men asking for work knew instinctively
Henry?" Then she stood up and pushed back her sun- that he was the boss of things; they asked in a few un-
bonnet and looked at him squarely. adorned words and accepted the answer without quibble,

"Well," she said, "I guess this is good-by to Hen- for the yes or no was dictated by what the eyes saw in
ner-ree." their eyes, rather than by what the ears heard from their

The trip North was a listless thing. Two years before tongues. The genius of the yard was fine when things
he had thrilled at his first sight of the Capitol dome at were running accurately in their foreordained way, for
Washington. Now he glanced at it and muttered, "Graft!" then he would lean back in his chair in the signal tower
A pillared church near Baltimore, which looked like the with his square-toed shoes on the window sill, watching
one at home, stimulated only the cynical thought, benignly the orderly movement of trains going, trains
"Empty." At Baltimore some girls going North to school coming, and trains rearranging, and tell the adoring boy,
went through the pigeon-like flutter of settling down, who hurried thither from school, the .romance of railway
during which he appraised them frankly, and they ap- days when the struggle was with the wild fantasies of
praised him just as frankly. "Good-by to Hen-ner-ree!" outlaws, Indians, and the elements, instead of as now
Well, why in thunder, he asked himself, did people stuff with pieces of paper from headquarters. But he was
their children full of make-believe nonsense in a prac- rnagnificent when the yard choked on a blizzardy winter
tical world where the survival of the fittest was the one night - when physical endurance cried a protest and
sure rule of the game? things of cold iron snapped and the muddle went to men's

It flashed on him suddenly that he had discovered a minds, then he stood on legs of steel in the shrieking
great secret! Religion, the flag, and a clean code- tangle, and with the sharp lash of his tongue and a chal-
clever creations of the cleverest men to serve their per- lenge of cowardice in his eyes sent overwhelmed spirits
sonal ends! The Congressman who managed the river back to do the impossible with the crazy energy of utter
improvement graft longed in every Fourth of July speech exhaustion. His name was McGinnis, and no man ever
for a chance to die for his country; he sat well forward thought of bossing him. In bed at night, after a visit to
in church and used every artifice to make his presence th~ yard, ~en:y would lie straight an~ tense a~d im-
evident; he had a wife who believed all he said, but last agine McGInnIS surrounded by attacking redskins, or
summer at the dam there were whispered stories of his fighting a band of robbers, or facing some appalling nat-
life at Washington. ural catastrophe; and always McGinnis won, or he died

Good-by to Hen-ner-ree! What a fool he had been! standing.
What fools most people were! And here he was, back of And here was another McGinnis, thicker and, if possi-
the veil, knowing the secret of the clever ones, all by his ble, solider of body, with the same chin and the same,
own cleverness. A man at last! but merrier blue eyes. The mouth, too, was more ready

The great discovery was running through his mind the to smile than McGinnis's. Above all, there was the same
next morning as he came down the campus after register- radiation of irresistible power, but with an open friend-
ing. It explained many things. It - liness that withheld nothing.

"Lad," a rich voice interrupted, "are ye one 0' the Henry tipped his hat and said he was one of the
disciples that sit at the feet of the masters?" disciples.

Henry the cynical, responding instinctively to the tone, "I'm Arthur McQuaid, by the grace of God, a shoe-
straightened up to Henry the gravely courteous. Two maker," the rich voice went on, "and this is Jake
men and a boy confronted him. The men wore speckless Schwenck, who sairves the Lord as a master builder,
Grand Army uniforms, and the boy had the togs and and the lad is his third-born, whom we've brought to
telescope of a freshman from the country. This new the seers to be taught the whole duty of man. Would
youngster was about like all freshmen from small ye mind teIlin' us to which of the temples we should

di hi f ?"towns, and a glance merely emphasized the freckles and irect IS ootsteps.
the hair fringe; one of the Grand Army men was of a type Henry, relishing memories of the masterful McGinnis,
also - long, lean, with short, sparse, graying whiskers volunteered to show them.
under a hooked nose that dominated the face; but the "Ye see, now," said Arthur to the third-born, "the
other - the one who had spoken to him, and the ring fairst duty of the wise is to be a torch to them that falter
of whose voice had instantly jolted every fiber of his in the darkness. Ye'll mind the Preacher says," and he
being to a tension ready for action - this man was a quoted the Wisdom of Solomon in an even voice while
generator of power. Henry sensed it at once, because he strode up the campus at a pace that made Jake
he had known a generator of power. Schwenck gasp.

rrhere leaped to the top of his mind in clear detail a The business of registering the third-born was quickly
railway yard near his home; particularly vivid was the accomplished by a clerk; the money, all in gold and sil-
genius of the yard, a boyhood god of bushy graying hair ver, was paid in full by Arthur, and the receipt cere-
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moniously handed to Jake Schwenck to be carefully woodcut picture of the seers and the temples just to wit-
tucked in his inner pocket. ness a combat between the shoemaker's great soul and

"And now I'd have a waird with the seers," said Ar- the philosopher's vandal spirit. But the blessing which
thur, respectfully. Arthur asked on their lunch, by the spring in a corner

The clerk nodded to Henry, and a group of matricu- of the campus, routed this alluring whim:
lating classmates threw him grins of discomfiture as he "Ye've blessed this bread, Father, for ye've blessed
led the procession forth, with the third-born at the rear the wairk that airned it; 'tis wairk ye could look upon
soberly lugging his bulging telescope. and say it was good. As ye're well aware, thy sairvant

Henry chose tactfully to begin with the Professor of Jake Schwenck hides no dark places on the rim of his
Astronomy, a little man with long gray beard and the conscience. From airly morn till supper time he be-
heart of a shy child. They lingered here most of the stows the best of his head and hands to build for others
morning, listening to the wonderful story of the stars as he'd build for himself. Ye'll mind the time the cor-
told haltingly as a bashful girl would tell of her peerless rupt politicians whispered together to build a road, out
knight. They gazed with awe at the great telescopes, and of county money, to the farm of the wicked judge, and
when the astronomer showed them a photograph of a besought Jake to raise a bridge thereon, and how he con-
little patch of the Milky Way and apologized because a founded them with his indignation, while I stood by
thousand suns, each millions of miles from the others, with a stout oak stick and quoted the Holy Waird to their
found room to disport themselves therein, Arthur's tears confusion. Aye, Lord, he can look upon the bone and
flowed frankly. The seer, to ease the situation, then ex- sinew of his offspring with the whole of his conscience,
plained, with little coughs of embarrassment, how the as a tiller of the soil looks upon his storehouses, and not
comets tear through space at speed inconceivable and as a usurer upon his gains. A multitude of wairds can-
appear in their appointed places at their appointed times. not sanctify the meat taken from the sacrifice of another,
Arthur's tears flowed the more and his head bent in but the portion of one who has sairved the needs of his
humility. Henry, comprehending, dared to put his arm fellow-men is already blessed. Amen and amen."
over the big bowed shoulders. A jealous desire to protect old Arthur seized Henry.

"I'm only a shoemaker, but is there augbt I can make Then with consternation he realized that there was hardly
for the Lord's temple?" Arthur fairly begged. Then, one among the seers. he ~ne,,,, who would not in some
with sudden inspiration: "Ye go in and out before the measure destroy the IllUSIon. He went over them care-
Most High God on winter nights. Would ye grant it to full!, one by one. It was while the shoe-box was being
a sairvant of the Lord to make ye a pair 0' winter shoes re-tied that a safe way opened; for through the trees he
as an offering to the Temple?" spied the librarian tripping benignly and guilelessly to

The timekeeper of the u . t .his duties, shedding the light of his countenance in ever-nrverse was 00 overcome to
phrase the protest which his modesty prompted. r~curring smiles on every person and prospect his eyes

"'T· h hi h d' ht upon.IS t e t lng my an s can do! ' cried Arthur, with " , .. . "
finality; and the astronomer submitted in confusion to I d have a waird WIth the philosopher, Arthur an-
having his two feet measured and mapped, while Arthur nounced, when all was in order.
called upon the Lord to witness how important it was "He's at dinner and he'll rest a while," said Henry.
that they should summon all of their skill to this task. "We'll go to the library. I want you to see the books."
Then, rising, he said, "Now we'll have a waird o'prayer," "Aye," Arthur agreed, "'tis the heat 0' the day. In
and poured forth a paean of power and majesty that left the cool 0' the evenin' under the stars he'd grant a waird;
Henry trembling. but Jake told the good woman we'd be home th' night.

It was the third-born who called their attention on Come, then, we'll go to the storehouse of wisdom."
leaving to the fact that it was lunch time. The descent To the storehouse of wisdom they went, and it sufficed.
from the splendor of the heavens to the sandwiches in Appreciative visitors were a boon to the librarian, for
the shoe-box jolted Henry, and he flamed with an impulse they furnished an excuse to go about the books and
to wring the youngster's neck. But a moment later he browse over treasured texts. So he led them from al-
was grateful, for Arthur announced that he would have cove to alcove, and read to them the simple thoughts of
a word with the Lord's servant, the philosopher. Henry the great minds, leaving .undisturbed the entangling
gasped, for the Professor of Philosophy was a dapper creeds of the little ones. Arthur stood with his head
young man possessed of a withering wit that mercilessly tilted judicially to one side, smiling approval and deep
wilted the older growth of ideals but excited to tropical content. Henry could fairly see his soul expanding and
luxuriance the newer germination of self and sex. He felt his own expanding too.
stirred women's clubs to rampageous resolutions, but "Ah, that's good! That's good!" Arthur would snap
as the servant of the Most High God - ! when a great truth flashed forth in simple words. "What

An instinctive dislike for this teacher tempted Henry seer said that?" And the librarian, with the little touch
for a moment to risk the wrecking of Arthur's fine old of vanity of one acquainted with the great, would trans-
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port them in thought to a temple in China, a plain in house half hidden by trees and surrounded by pasture
India, a mountain-side in Persia, or a columned court land in which black and white cows grazed homeward.
in Greece or Italy. "Stand still," cried Arthur, "and consider the wonder-

In the late afternoon they drifted into the science al- ous wairks of God. Look now. See the tidy home.
coves, and Arthur's wonder at the glory of the works of There'd be a man toilin' somewhere in the fields, and a
the Lord grew unbounded. wee bairn playin' about the doorstep, and the good

" 'Tis grand! 'tis grand!" he said in a shaking voice. woman devisin' a savory dish for supper. Look !-ye
"We'll have a waird 0' prayer." can see the smoke curlin' upward. 'Tis an altar that

"If we could only walk home this evenin', Father! finds favor in sight of God and an incense that delights
There'll be a moon. The smell of the soft wood ground his nostrils. 'Tis the fulfillment of the plan of all the
will stir the good lust for the soil, and the voices in the years - a free man on his own soil and a bairn whose
shadows will be low and reverent. We could fair feel the future who can tell! Look ye what a heritage to hold;
airth roll along to the sairvice of the seasons, as the seer aye, and consider the price that bought it."
said ye ordained at the beginning; aye, and sense the tug He paused a moment to gaze at the great cloud.
-on the mighty reins by which ye hold the stars in their "Ye'll mind, Father, the manner of my own comin'
bewilderin' balance! And there are the wairds of the over. The land was fair in County Down, and the heart
hoary wise men to ponder over, and the wee specks thy of a neighbor moved toward ye; for the same heaviness
sairvant the keeper of the books has told us about, that was on the backs of all, and the same chill in the loins
make all manner of matter - so tiny that the mote in when the eyes fell on the growin' bairns in the door-
the sunbeam is like unto the length and breadth of County yard. 'Twas like a plant that comes up each year in
Down by comparison; and how all follow the law as ye barren ground; while the buds give promise, the flowers
ordained before ye laid the foundations of the wair ld. grow sere and droop hef are their time. But 'twas home.
Could we but walk with ye this night, the fallow fields The mother was there, and ye'll recall the dog McTague
and the harvest heaps, the gnarled rocks and the hushed that I taught to bow his head when we said the blessin',
homesteads - all that lives and all that seems dead and how he got so old we'd have to tell him when it was
would bear witness, saying: 'As it was in the beginning, said. And one day I had a letter from Paddy McGuire,
is now, and ever shall be!' But ye've already set before who'd come out the year before, sayin' that in the new
me a lordly dish, and the tongue of the Psalmist would land no man need struggle forever up a sandy way, nor
want for wairds wherewith to give thanks to thee, and be the threadbare spinner of the trappin's and trumperies
to thy sairvants the seer of the stars and the keeper of of a thousand years. Ye'll mind, Father, as I stomped
the books, and to the disciple who showed the way. homeward in the evenin' with the letter faircryin' out to
Amen and amen." me, ye took stout colors and splashed them on the sky,

When Henry raised his head and looked at old Arthur, and through a cloud like the Rock of Ages ye struck a
he was not surprised to find tears on the ruddy cheeks, shaft of light that pointed, as yonder one does, to the
for the strong voice had broken a little toward the end west. I made up me mind.
of the prayer. His own throat was a bit trembly, but "Lord God, ye've seen the stream of yearnin' souls
his heart was filled with a deep content. Even the leave hearthstones hallowed by the memories of little
stolid third-born seemed awed, and the librarian took feet and sanctified by the struggle together against the
Arthur's arm as they went to the door. stiff-necked generations of privilege and plenty; and ye

Arthur, who always walked with decision, was the first know the tug backward on the heart strings in the wake-
to reach the steps. He was about to put on his cap, but ful nights when the triflin' things of the auld home broke
arrested the motion and stood stock still. The rest carne spirit to tears, and the inscrutable way ahead raised up
out quickly and followed his gaze to the western sky. fearful forebodin's. Aye, there was no support then

A great gray cloud, hemmed with brilliant orange, but the one God of a man's extremity. And when the
screened the sun. Away in the distance the Blue Moun- floodgates opened and the whole of the heart's burden
tains drew a broad band of purple, touched at the upper was poured out, ye filled the void with the peace that
edge with the golden sift of a gathering sunset. The passeth all understandin' and the courage of the lion
river, which melted into the mists of the south after which turns not away from anyone.
meandering about the broad valley, flashed in the open "'Twas a wondrous plan. In the mornin' of man-
spaces, throwing into contrast the shadows of the dark- kind's awakenin', when the yearnin' to live his own way
ening woods and fields. The nearer trees and shrubs was stirrin' to birth, ye walked among the habitations
were motionless with the tense expectancy nature seems of the lowly in all the lands, and ye whispered a waird
to feel when a storm or a sunset is assembling. to the vairgin minds that longed for a new life. Ye sent

Arthur strode down the steps and over to a flagpole a stout heart as a forerunner on the unknown seas. The
close by. As he reached it, a bright spot in the center shepherds on the hills haird the glad tidin's, and the
of the cloud opened; a great shaft of sunlight shot spirits in the bondage of their fathers' sins knew the day
through and there appeared distinctly a white farm- of their deliverance was at hand. Ye set yer star in the
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west as a guide for those who would offer the frank-
incense and myrrh of toil and struggle as a gift at the
cradle of liberty. Strong hearts forsook father and
mother and sister and brother to go forth into a strange
land and weave the Sairmon on the Mount into the
wairks of men. Ye tried them with the cup of bitterness
in the Gethsemane of Valley Forge, and the crown of
thorns was pressed on the land that thy sairvant Lincoln
might establish the law for even the lowliest.

"See! - the shaft of light moves to the west! There's
another home, and another, and another! Look there's
a schoolhouse for all the bairns! And there's a kirk;
aye, two! three! See the stretch of fields that were
wrested from the wilderness by faith in God and in two
arms and a back, and in the woman that walked beside,
and that have yielded their harvest to man who tilled
them!

"Praise God, liberty rose again! _ Aye, praise God, it
rose again, and the star still shines above us ! Woe be-
tide the stiff-necked breed within or without the land
that reaches to cast it down! 'Tis the token of the Lord
God Almighty himself!"

"The Lord God Almighty?" asked a voice. "Who
is he?"

Henry wheeled. The debonair Professor of Philosophy
stood in his class-room pose of cynical daring, and
smiled the smile that Henry hated - the smile that
seemed to say, "You see, I am not afraid of the light-
ning."

Arthur's legs stiffened. "Man," he asked, "did I hear
ye aright?"

"I think so," said the philosopher, "I asked who this
God is that you are talking about?"

The lightning struck. Arthur's right hand grasped
the philosopher's coat collar.

"Get down on yer knees," he said, pressing him earth-
ward, "for the ground on which ye stand is holy ground."

Henry thrilled with joy, and the librarian's benign
face beamed with an ineffable bliss.

The philosopher squirmed like a squirrel in a bear
trap. "Let me up!" he cried, indignantly. "You don't
know who I am!"

"I do that!" Arthur affirmed. "I know yer kind. 'Yer
name is Legion; yer soul cherishes no wairk that ye've
hallowed with yer own sweat, and yer heart cleaves to
no country that ye've enriched with a sacrifice. You
and yer kind are dry reeds that clack together in the
south wind, but when the storm breaks ye scatter like
chaff. In war time ye kick the shins of the burden-
bearers, and in peace time ye sow tares where the hus-
bandmen plow and plant. Keep still! I've seen ye
do it! Ye stood hard by and puffed yerself when the
seer which the keeper of the books told about drank the
hemlock. Ye cast lots on Calvary, and ye've lurked in
every crowd that stoned a saint or mocked a hoary head.
Ye follow the ways of a cat, but the faith of a dog is
beyond yer understandin'! Do I know who ye are?
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Aye, the wairld has known ye since Noah built the ark.
And the end of all of ye has been a patter of excuses
and an empty sigh. Ye asked me who the Lord God
Almighty is. Ye asked to scoff. There'll come a day,
man, when ye'll ask in anguish. I pray the Father that
in- his infinite maircy he'll hear yer cry and come to ye.
Say 'Amen' to that."

A silence.
"Ye haird me," said Arthur.
"Amen," said the philosopher, grudgingly.
"Now go yer way. Come Jake Schwenck, we'll take

the lad to his lodgin'-house. Then go you home on the
train. 'Tis twenty-odd miles, but I'll walk."
- The letter which Marj orie brought was so bulky that
the mother opened it with trembling fingers. As her
eyes raced along the lines, tears began to fall, and she
murmured, "A blessed shoemaker!"

"Is - is anything wrong?" asked Marj orie.
The mother handed her the letter. When she came

to the words, "and tell Marj orie it isn't good-by to
Hen-ner-ree," she burst into sobs and buried her face in
the mother's lap.

"Why, Marj orie," the mother whispered, "I didn't
know -."

Thoughts on Fundamental Problems
(Continued from Page 18)

he gives evidence of his leadership in industry rather than
in the school, it is evident that education must seek some
connection with industry to obtain him; and since the
detailed knowledge of practical affairs essential to in-
dustrial management can be obtained only under indus-
trial conditions, the further need of a tie between edu-
cation and industry is evident. Industry and education
must work together, therefore, to meet the problem of in-
dustrial unrest, and each has its separate but coordinated
functions. Industry through the competitive processes
in its daily tasks searches out the leader and gives him
his practical training. Education implants in him the
three fundamental principles of sound building, together
with the necessary material sciences of his profession.
Further, the need of this tie between education and in-
dustry is imperative, since bread and butter necessities
and parental misguidance drive thousands to work at an
early age.

Modern industry, like Frankenstein's man, is a power-
ful machine which lives and grows greater by reason of
the injection into its organism of material science. We
seem to be at the point of industrial progress where we
must control industry or industry will control us. In
building industry we aimed to shape it to our needs; we
are in danger now of shaping ourselves to its needs.
Hence our unrest. Surely education can perform no
greater service to humanity than to seek out men of
ability and train them to devise and direct in such a way
that life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness shall be
natural results of the day's work.
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Dean Schneider, Educational Consultant tory, the school will be permanently established and lib-
(Continued from Page 29) erally endowed.

. . According to present plans, engineering scholarships
area be carried out before any definite steps were taken. ·11 b d ·1 bl h d' h. WI e rna e avai a e eac year to a stu ent In eac
The survey was supervised by the Dean, who was con- fIll' . db· d . /. . .. county 0 InOlS,- awar s elng rna e on a merrt
sulted on all general policies and practical points and basi T d b '11' d II h b.. . aSIS. 0 ate, a out seven mi Ion 0 ars as een
who approved all expenditures, The results of this id f h b ildi A h ·. . . . set aSI e or t e present UI lng program. t t e time
undertaking have been of considerable value to the In- f hi d h D Schneid h d 1° d h .
d

· 11°f f C·' · - 0 IS· eat, ean c nei er a out me t e entireustria leo incinnati, .program for the school. The Northwestern Co-operative
The Dean was a dynamic influence in the plans of the School will live as a lasting monument to him, probably

University of Cincinnati Evening Courses. It was his the most fitting that could be designed to honor the Dean.
belief that the university is here to serve the people, and
that its period of service should not be restricted to the
hours of from 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. With Professor
V. H. Drufner, he originated the Business and Profes- Thirty Years of Educational Pioneering
sional Men's Group, an organization which gathers at (Continued from Page 28)
the University to attend lecture-discussions by speakers
who are prominent leaders in their respective fields. The mental aids, in an unused basement dark-room of the old
last official act of the Dean was the introduction of a Physics Building. Its feeble cries for help, in words
speaker at one of these meetings. which nobody seemed to understand, went unheeded.

I 1'936 th · f th the ti th' f It lacked any physical appeal, and this, with its irregularn ,e occasion 0 e ir ie anniversary 0

th f d· f th ti t t C' · ti status, made casual observers conclude that it could note oun Ing 0 e coopera rve sys em a mcmna I I .
U· · h D k d b P ad W I ong survive.niversity, t e ean was as e y resi ent a ters
to set forth the philosophy of his educational ideals. The first test devised to prove or disprove the sound-
The resulting work, under the title "Thirty Years of ness of its plan for inter-relating the natural sciences
Educational Pioneering," was published in that year, was the application of the quantum theory of physics to
and is reprinted in part in this issue. living organisms. If the quantum law held, then bac-

a hi f Iif d di d as i teria would be killed quickly at a critical wave lengthThe crowning ac ievement 0 a lee reate as It was . . .. .
. . . h D In the ultra-violet regIon. In due time experiment veri-to modern education, was the opportunity gIven t e ean -. . .

to put his years of experience into the organization and fied.the ~eory .. Thls ope~~ a whole ~ew field In rnathe-
initiation of the cooperative system at Northwestern Uni- matlCa.1 ~lOphYSICS. Additional experiments established

. Ch' RIM W I P M h d 'd d the principle firmly.versity, icago. ecent y, r. a ter . urp y eCI e
to devote part of his wealth to the betterment of engi - The Basic Science Research Laboratory automatically
neering education in Illinois. The Walter P. Murphy became a unit in The Institute of Scientific Research,
Foundation was established, and Mr. Murphy began a which had been established in 1920. The conception
quiet investigation of all the plans of college education of the Institute grew out of the idea that, while great
now employed in this country. The University of Cin- concerns like the General Electric Company, the West-
cinnati, which was one of the last places to be visited, inghouse Company, and the American Telephone and
proved to be the end of the search for the desired sys- Telegraph Company could afford to expend large sums
tern. Mr. Murphy, a working hoy himself, rose to the of money on basic and applied research, many other
top through his own efforts. He was so impressed with types of industries were composed nationally of rela-
Dean Schneider's work that he asked the Dean to take tively small units which could not afford extensive lab-
complete charge of organizing the project. Northwestern oratories. Such for example were the leather industry
University was chosen as the most suitable place to in- and the lithographic industry. Negotiations with the
augurate such a system. Tanners' Council of America and the Lithographic Tech-

The plan of education, as at the University of Cincin- nic~l Foundation res~lted in esta~li.s~ing research la?ora-
nati includes Business Applied Arts Basic Science and tortes for these two Important dIVISIons of our national, " .
Engineering. Dean Schneider had complete authority economic structure.

'..even to the basic design of the buildings, and still more These laboratories deal with basic research. They do
important, he was given a free hand in selecting the right not solve "shop" problems except as such problems in-
men to operate the new system. For the position of dicate broad fundamental questions of a clearly scientific
Dean of Engineering, he recommended Mr. Ovid W. nature, the answers to which will advance the industries
E·schhach, a Lehigh graduate who has been very active as a whole. After the laboratories have reached a scien-
in the field of· education. Under his supervision, the tific solution, the validity and possibility of commercial
plan will begin a trial period of five years. At the end usefulness of such solutions are tested in the industries
of this time, provided everything has proved satisfac- themselves.
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To the Co-op Alumni
(Continued from Page 21)

fixed, inexorable and absolute, but curiously enough
they exact constant change. Thi'S evolution idea is a
good one to have in mind always if you want to flow
ioith. Nature's ordained stream. If you don't keep up
with it, you will find yourself marooned, bewildered and
sour. Not that every "new" panacea is right, - not at
all. We blunder into the unknown by trial and error.

A planned society has been man's most baffling prob-
lem since primitive times. Social, political and economic
Law (as we conceive Law in the natural sciences) is the
only solid base upon which to build a planned society.
We have gone far in the physical and mathematical sci-
ences. Hence, engineering goes apace. But there has
been little search for economic, political and social Law.
Yet it has been slapping back at man for his violations
of It, since man walked the earth. We patch, rather
than replace, our outmoded political (in the broad sense)
machine. Government is in its puppyhood, throwing old
shoes around and then going to sleep.

And now I'll join t/te puppy in a nap.

As always,
Cordially yours,

Cincinnati ...
Milling Machines
Grinding Machines
Broaching Machines
Lapping Machines
Die Sinking Machines

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.

Cincinnati Grinders, Incorporated
Cincinnati, Ohio

THE J. H. FIELMAN
DAIRY CO.

Telephone. AVon 3116

2519 VINE STREET

JOHN SCHWARZ
FINE FOOTWEAR

754 AND 756 EAST McMILLAN STREET

WALNUT HILLS

Phone WOodburn 9728
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Next Hundred Years
(Continued from Page 24)

presented by rapid increase of population. In addition,
energy absorption of electromagnetic waves by the body,
or by any specified part of it, will be a common pro-
cedure.

In short, the state of science today leads one to deduce,
without extravagant stretching of the imagination, that
one hundred years from now, disease will be immedi-
ately cured; surgery reduced to a minimum; nutrition
an exact science and extended beyond, but of course, not
excluding, the use of foods; transportation quick and
safe in compact air craft; education, entertainment and
knowledge of events disseminated by audible and visible
radio; population decentralizing; food values greatly
enhanced per unit of weight by radiations, much of the
food being synthetic; national boundaries imaginary
lines; manual labor perf ormed largely by machinery;
and new forces used, whose existence we now sense, but
do not know.

2-But in spite of whatever wealth science may bring
out of its bag of tricks, you of a hundred years hence
will not be different from us fundamentally, any more
than we are different from mankind of five thousand
years ago in our passions, our vanities, our personal
ambitions, and all the other inherent human elements
from which our spirits are compounded. We have these
passions as our ancestors had them; the difference is in
our control of them. Only in this way will you differ
from us. Men of science pause frequently in their work
to wonder if mankind will have sufficient control over.
its grosser self to use safely the. great forces which are
coming and which will come from our laboratories. I
think it will. In the Stone Age any man had more for
himself by killing the other man. Today he has more by
letting the other man live and co-operating with him.
This is the material phase of mutual relations. There
is the spiritual side, "Do unto others ... ," which has
been slowly, very slowly, seeping into our consciousness.

Briefly, we are learning that fair play gives bigger re-
turns than crafty selfishness. I predict that selfishness
will become so enlightened as to do away with mutual
destruction and with most mutual hindrances, and that
human relations wil l have made greater strides in the
next one hundred years than in the last nineteen hundred
years.

3-1 should be without any guide posts as to the trend
of spiritual development in the next one hundred years
(using the word "spiritual" in its broadest sense) were
it not for the unexpected spiritual by-products of sci-
entific research. For it is a curious fact that every time
a basic research scientist emerges from the depths of his
work, he brings with him strong convictions of an Over-
all Intelligence and the possession of each of us of some-
thing that goes marching on - a Soul, if you will.
Tennyson's line, "One God, one law, one element," is
good scientific doctrine today.
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Did you know that radio broadcasting tremely high and low sound frequencies
stations from coast to coast are linked of music and entertainment.
hy more than 53,000 miles of special Just as years of telephone research
telephone circuits? stand hack of today's special broadcast-

Evenheforetheearliestdaysofhroad- ing circuits-so the research of today
casting, Bell System engineers develop- is helping to solve the communications
ed means of transmitting sounds of all problems of tomorrow.
kinds hy wire. These have been im- Another Bell System contribution to
proved constantly to transmit the ex- your daily life.

How about a telephone

call to dod? Rates to

most points ore lowest

any time after 7 P. M.

and all do Sunda.
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which a doctor may fluoroscope a broken bone, except
tha t the en tire body of an adult person is viewed.

Harwa lived 2800 years ago, in Egypt. From inscriptions on
the coffin lid it is learned that he was overseer of storage
houses on the great farming estate of one of the temples of
Amen, chief god of the empire. Pathological study of the
mummy by means of x-ray indicates that Harwa was
probably forty years old at the time of his death. And
now, nearly 3000 years later, he is in his portable grave, a

~ ~ citizen of ancient Egypt in the World of Tomorrow.

IT CUTS SOME ICE

NICODEMUS, the brown-nosed seal, playfully swam
up to the North Pole, tripped the circuit-breaker

and plunged Santa's workshop into darkness.

Absurd? Not as far as the successful operation of G-E
outdoor air-break switches is concerned. These have been
placed in a special room in the General Electric Research
Laboratory at minus 20 degrees Fahrenheit, sprayed with
water, and tested when coated with ice to a thickness of
one and a half inches. The powerful leverages shattered the
ice as easily as a walrus swallows a fish. In each case the
switches opened and closed properly.

This test is just one of the many which G-E equipment FLOATING POW£R
m,ust ~a~s. And the observers, who check the operations THE surging waves of a stormy sea are beautiful to an
WIth pitiless eye, a:e me~bers of the .G-E Test Course- artist, disconcerting to a food-loving passenger, but
young college men In their first year WIth the Company. just another problem to an engineer. Whenever a sleek,

ocean liner plows her bow through a heaving swell, her
engines feel an added load, and her captain wonders if the
fuel will last. So, G-E engineers buil t an all-electric meter
that will accurately measure the power put out by the
propeller of any boat, from a tiny tug to a transatlantic
greyhound.

The meter is essentially a combination of two electric
generators mounted a little distance away from each other
on the propeller shaft, and connected to instruments
which can be located at any point on the ship. The
generators are so mounted that at no load the voltages

·0H! MUM MY ••• I ..generated are .exactly 180 degrees apart in phase and there-

ASKELE
. . . fore add to zero.

TON In the closet-a white-robed ghost In
the attic-even Ichabod Crane's headless horseman - When a load is placed on the revolving shaft, the torque

may well feel jealous ofHarwa, the Egyptian mummy. For causes a small angular twist in the shaft; consequently,
while conservative ancestors content themselves with roll- the two generated voltages no longer add to zero. The
ing in their ..graves ..in ...a.gen teel way, Harwa is floodlighted resul tan t voltage is proportional to both the shaft twist
in a golden glow in full view of the public in the G-E and the propeller speed, and hence the meter can be made
building at the New York World's Fair. to read directly in horsepower. The installation can easily
Thi 1 h·b"· . d fri h be modified to indicate total horsepower-hours and to

IS unusua ex 1 It IS designe , not to ng ten women· · I f h d 1· d duri h
d 1" 1 hild f hei . b d wrrte an automatrc og 0 t e power e ivere uring t ean Itt eel ren out 0 t elf WItS ut to emonstrate one tri

of the many uses of x-rays. By pressing a button, an x-ray ip,
machine is turned on, and an image of Harwa's skeleton Among the G-E engineers who developed the device
appears on a fluorescent screen which moves in front of the are A. V. Mershon, Pratt Institute '13 and Union College
mummy. The principle employed is the same as that by '15, and C. I. Hall, U. of Illinois 'roo
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